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1930s

A

lice Coe Mendham

would shake her head
as she watched school
children sitting at desks,
listening to all-knowing
teachers—and only occasionally sneaking a peek out the
window at the world. It all
seemed so disconnected.
“They’re ruining kids making
them sit at tables,” Alice would
say, according to her daughter,
Gail Powell Perry ’45. “Think of
what they could be learning!”
Like her Barnard College
classmate, Margaret Mead,

Alice wanted to change the
world. John Dewey, the
ground-breaking educator, had
had a profound influence on
Alice’s thinking about progressive education, and she was
persuaded that education was
the engine of social change.
Alice earned two master’s
degrees related to education
and child development, studied
at the Sorbonne in Paris, and
eventually decided to found a
school in the Washington area,
where the nation’s leaders were
shockingly ignorant about progressive education, says Gail
(who holds a Ph.D. in education
and developmental psychology
from Harvard).

Nursery schools in the 1930s
focused on learning manners,
listening to the teacher and
standing in line properly—students were never to get messy.
Independent schools were
“prep schools” for the elite:
to gain admission, students
performed well on a variety of
tests and demonstrated that
their parents knew the right
people on the social register.
In contrast, Alice wanted
to create a school where boys
and girls of all races and social
stations formed a community
to learn from experiences and
make connections between
school and the larger world.
Everyone, even children, would
have ideas others listened to
and respected—a concept that
was virtually unheard of in
schools in 1934, Gail says.

In 1933 Alice began raising
funds for scholarships to the
school she would found, and
in 1934 she opened a small
progressive day and boarding
school for boys and girls, who
ranged in age from 2 to 11, at
her home on Greenwood Farm
in Brookeville, Maryland. The
original brochure describes
a school “situated on a real
farm in a charming old stone
house.” The curriculum would
center around the care of
farm animals, using children’s
“actual experiences” to teach
arithmetic, geography, natural
and social history, biology and
physiology.
“Expect to have ample time
for out-of-door play, work on
the farm, music, rhythm, shop
and crafts,” the brochure says.
In its first year, the school

Mendham-Powell family moved
with it. (Known socially as Mrs.
Webster Powell, Alice used her
maiden name professionally
until 1945, according to board
Seventy-five years later, that
minutes, school brochures, and
school—Green Acres School—
not only enrolls 300, more than newspaper references from the
1940s.)
40 times the original count—it
Field trips were an imporremains true to its founding
tant aspect of the curriculum
principles. At a time when the
from the beginning, because,
national education pendulum
has swung back to a test-driven Alice believed, children should
venture into the community
model that de-emphasizes the
to figure out how democracy
arts, physical movement and
works and to become indeother “non-academic” pursuits,
pendent thinkers, says her
Green Acres remains a place
daughter. For example, trips to
where children experience the
the dairy farm next door were
joy of learning through music,
frequent. In an interview, Gail
movement, the arts, and the
recalled visiting Union Station
outdoors; where children are
to see railroad employees
encouraged to ask questions
performing their jobs and
and make decisions; and where
to be able to feel, hear, and
the overarching goal is to
smell real trains on their way
teach not a set of facts, but an
in and out of the busy station.
embrace of lifelong learning.
Gail remembers that visiting
dignitaries, unaccustomed to
In 1937, with an enrollment of
seeing small children on a field
about 30 students, the school
moved to the 100-acre Macsfol- trip, were astonished by Green
Acres students.
ly Farm in Silver Spring, where
Back at home, Gail’s father,
it took the name Green Acres
Webster Powell, was a member
School, according to a Washingof the diplomatic corps, and enton Post article dated Sept. 12,
tertained many members of the
1937. The school moved closer
Roosevelt administration at the
to Washington—and thus a
large farm. Wilbur Cohen, who
shorter drive for families from
later became U.S. Secretary of
the city and suburbs—and the
Health, Education and
Welfare, lived with the
family on the farm for a
year; his son Bruce and
grandsons later attended
Green Acres.
Macsfolly (also
spelled “Macs Folly”)
Farm took its name
from the family’s goat,
Mac, who liked to eat
clothes off the line, Gail
says. Gail remembers
an evening when her
father was dressing for a
formal dinner. He went
to retrieve a white shirt
that had been dipped in
starch and was hanging
on the line to dry, and
discovered Mac chewing
on the shirt, which he
nonetheless wore under
his dinner jacket—
minus one sleeve!
Mac and other barnDaughters of early Green Acres luminaries:
yard animals inspired
Gail Powell (top) and Becky Hoge in 1940.
enrolled seven students, mostly
children of Alice’s friends, each
paying $120 per year in tuition.
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Alice Mendham Powell

T

he image in the official photo of the school’s
founder looks just like the proper older lady one
might expect to open a school: white hair pulled
back in a bun, neat suit jacket, lined face smiling kindly.
But the energetic educator who founded Green Acres
School was anything but conventional. An independent
woman who studied and traveled abroad, Alice Coe
Mendham was a classmate of Margaret Mead’s at Barnard College, earned two master’s degrees and fought
for the rights of minority domestic workers in the 1920s
and ’30s—all before she founded a school.
In the days not long after women won the right to
vote in the U.S., Alice used her maiden name professionally for nearly two decades after she was married,
lobbied for child care and preschool to support working
mothers, and eventually taught at a Reconstructionera historically black college. When she became legally
blind in the last five years of her life, Alice taught at the
Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind, the second-oldest
school of its kind in
the world. “Nothing
stopped her,” her
“The aim of the school is to provide
an environment in which children
younger daughter,
will work and play together coop
Gail Powell Perry
eratively so that tolerance for the
’45, said in a recent
individual will develop into a sense
interview in which
of the group.”
she discussed her
— “Vignettes of Bethesda Women,”
mother’s life and ac(article about Alice Coe Mendham
complishments.
and Green Acres School),
Alice spoke little
Bethesda Journal, Feb. 27, 1940
of her childhood
in New York; her
parents were killed
in an accident when she was about 12. She expected to
become a sociologist when she graduated from Barnard, then did graduate work in education, anthropology and child development at the University of Chicago
and the University of Minnesota in the 1920s.
Next, Alice studied at the University of Paris (the Sorbonne), because, Gail says, “she felt you were not educated if you didn’t know about other cultures around
the world.” It was a turning point. Alice learned Russian
from her French teacher and traveled in Russia. There,
she met Webster Powell, a Dartmouth political science
professor who was leading a group of students. Webster’s Russian was awful, and Alice offered to serve as an
interpreter. The couple fell in love, returned to New York
and married, then honeymooned in Russia. Back in New
York, Alice worked at the Little Red Schoolhouse and
Bank Street School, progressive schools the forefront of
progressive education in the 1920s and today.
During a 1928 trip, the couple met John Dewey,
the leading proponent of progressive education, who
was lecturing in Russia at the time. Alice traveled with
Dewey in Russia and gained insight into and passion for
his theories, Gail says.

The Powells moved to Philadelphia,
Throughout her associawhere their first child was born in 1929.
tion with Green Acres, Alice
Sadly, he died four years later, but not
used her maiden name,
before Alice had founded a school for
though she was known sohim. The Feb. 23, 1940 Bethesda Journal
cially as Mrs. Webster Powell.
reports: “When she tried to find a nursAt “The Spirit of Macsfolly
ery school that would teach her child
Farm,” a 1995 celebration of
what she thought he should be taught,
the school’s 60th anniversary,
she realized there was a vast room
Gail told this story:
for improvement in this field. In self“My parents ran a dual opdefense she started a nursery school of
eration. Father also supporther own in Rose Valley, Pa.”
ed progressive education,
There, she met Ruth Edgerton Hoge,
but Mother always used [the
who would succeed her as director
name] Alice Coe Mendham
of Green Acres. The Bethesda Journal
in association with Green
reports that the Pennsylvania nursery
Acres. One night the Progresschool was so successful Alice decided
sive Education Association
to try it on a larger scale when she
was meeting at the school.…
moved to Washington a few years later.
After the speeches someone
Alice was an honorary member of
came to my father and said,
Alice Mendham Powell with daughters Gail and Nina
the Domestic Workers Union, and the
‘You must be Mr. Mendham.’
Powells were passionate supporters of
He smiled and said, ‘No, I’m
workers’ rights, Gail says. The family moved to Washington
happy to meet you, but I’m Mr. Powell. I kept my maiden
so Webster, a diplomat, could join the Roosevelt adminisname too.’ ”
tration, serving on the National Labor Relations Board.
When Webster was posted to the U.S. embassy in Aus“They were always jumping in, trying to meet some kind tralia in 1944, Alice took her husband’s name to open an
of social crisis or another,” said Gail. “They felt they had the
Australian bank account; when she returned to the U.S. in
skills, knowledge, and connections and could bring those”
1949 she used the name Alice Mendham Powell, according
to improve the lives of others. That was part of the reason
to press accounts and school documents.
for founding a school in Washington. “Green Acres was to
In 1939 Alice became ill and was hospitalized, and in
serve this area in a way it was never served educationally.”
February 1940 the family left for Honolulu, where she
Appalled that people in the nation’s capital did not unwould recuperate for six months. Ruth Hoge took over as
derstand Dewey’s ideas, Alice decided to found an integrat- director, while Alice remained on the board at Green Acres
ed progressive school that would be open to all. “One of
for at least another decade and remained associated with
Mother’s goals was to make a sliding scale [for tuition] that
the school until she left the area in the 1950s.
would be available to all people,” Gail says. “She wanted to
During World War II, Alice lobbied for child care and
provide for all kinds of children.” Her own daughters, Nina,
preschool for children whose mothers worked while their
born in 1935, and Gail, born in 1937, grew up attending the fathers went to war. As president of the legislative commitschool, which she named Green Acres in 1937.
tee of the Emergency Committee for the Day Care of the
Alice actively sought racial diversity for her school, but
Pre-School Child, she lobbied the U.S. Senate for child care
the lean times of the Depression made it tough. Most
for children ages 2 to 14, according to several 1942 press
African-American families lived in the city and there was
accounts. The group pushed Congress to permit the estabno transportation out to the country. The school had only
lishment of nursery schools in D.C. Public School buildings.
a station wagon and was itself cash-strapped. Alice wrote
In the 1950s the Powells’ civil rights activism took them
to friends in the foreign service, colleagues of Webster’s,
to Hampton, Va., where they taught at Hampton University,
and school directors, asking them to refer families who
a historically black college. Alice left the University of Marymight be interested, Gail says. The school originally offered land, where she taught child development, to start an early
a boarding option to help attract students from minority
childhood program at Hampton and later at Old Dominion
groups, but became only a day school after the first few
University and the Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind.
years—though some staff continued to board.
Alice died in 1984, on the eve of Green Acres’ 50th
Passionate about progressive education, Alice was a
anniversary. In an interview shortly before her death, she
founder of the Washington Progressive Education Society
said that it was not so important to teach children to read
in 1937 (later known as the Progressive Education Assoor count, but to “help them to learn to think and to be
ciation), according to a 1937 document. The PEA was an
creative in their thinking.” That philosophy has guided the
influential organization in school reform for more than 30
education of thousands of Green Acres students over the
years; it folded in 1955.
years, as Alice’s vision continues to be carried out today.
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Arsinoe Allen

O

ne of the original
staff members,
Arsinoe Allen
was a beloved carpentry,
preschool, kindergarten,
third grade, and science
teacher for 30 years. When
the school was short on
funds and needed furniture
in its first year, Arsinoe and
her students designed
and made their own
benches, which are still in
use today—the small gray
benches on the carpool
porch.
In the 1940s, when her
kindergarten class wanted

Above: The school’s first brochures, including the first references
to “Green Acres School. Right: One of the few remaining photos of the
Old Georgetown Road campus.

Directors and Heads
of Green Acres School
1934–1939
Alice Coe Mendham (later Alice
Mendham Powell), Founder
1939–1947
Ruth Hoge, Director
1947–1948
Beatrice Ablen, Director
1948–1950
Ruth Hoge, Director
1950–1951
Ann Martin, Director
1951–1954
Costa J. Leodas, Director
1954–1962
Jane Beals, Director
1962–1964
Gabriel H.L. Jacobs, Director
1964–1968
Helen Green “Greenie” Neuburg,
Director
1968–1970
Anne Goodrich, Interim Director
1970–1972
Greenie returns as Director;
Anne becomes Associate Director
1972–1973
Anne Goodrich, Acting Director
1973–1978
Anna Jones, Director
1978–1993
Anne Goodrich, Director
1993–2000
Arnie Cohen, Head of School
2000–2008
Louis Silvano, Head of School
2008–
Neal Brown, Head of School
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much of the early curriculum.
Teacher Arsinoe Allen (see
sidebar) and students tracked
animal footprints in the snow
and observed animal habits;
the animals inspired student
stories, poems, and songs,
according to an early scrapbook
about the school.
Another tradition that began
early was students’ use of
teachers’ first names. Teachers
were viewed not as all-knowing
authorities, but as friends,
coaches, and advisors to their
students, and the use of first
names underscored that relationship. In a 1983 interview,
Alice recalled, “Everyone called
me Alice. It was part of our
school philosophy.”
A typical day in 1937 started
with school chores, according to the first Green Acres
“News Bulletin,” published in
December 1937. Students ran
the school store, which “sold”
supplies; took attendance; and
acted as janitors, cleaning the
black board and tidying the
coat closet. Fifteen minutes
later they would begin the
remainder of their studies,
with time for outdoor games;
“specials” such as music, art,
current events and more
games; and more academic
pursuits, such as identifying
simple plants and animals from
pond water they had collected,

then-teacher Ruth Hoge wrote
in the bulletin.
A 1937 brochure describes
a country day school with 30
students and six teachers, including a well-known children’s
author, Eva Knox Evans. The
brochure touts trips to museums, libraries, markets, and
government institutions “to
give meaning to the children’s
study,” and stresses learning
based on actual experiences.
“The facts of arithmetic, for
example, have more meaning
when used in concrete experiences such as making and
selling cookies,” the brochure
explains. “It is important to
write well when invitations
to a party are to be sent. Thus
the children’s own activities
serve as incentives to learn the
tool subjects: reading, writing,
and arithmetic.” The brochure
also emphasizes the school’s
extensive use of the outdoors.
In spite of the ambitious
program, money was tight
in the early years, especially
during the Great Depression.
In the late 1930s, the fiscal
situation became so dire that
school officials told parents
they would be forced to close
the following year unless
they could raise $500 to hire
a paid “promotion agent” to
increase enrollment, according
to undated minutes from a

spring meeting held at Macsfolly Farm. Furthermore, two
teachers and the director were
working without salaries to
keep Green Acres open, a situation that could not continue,
parents were told. (Gail says
her mother drew no salary for
several years in the early days.)
Those at the meeting agreed
to write down the amount they
could donate to keep the school
open; they immediately raised
$110 in pledges. Encouraged,
they forged ahead, telephoning
others to solicit contributions.
The school survived the crisis,

but soon faced another. In
1939, Alice became seriously
ill. (See sidebar.) She turned
control of the school over to
the nonprofit corporation
composed of parents and staff,
and appointed as director Ruth
Edgerton Hoge.
A devout Quaker, Ruth
joined the school in 1935 after
she was drafted to drive the
children on a school ski trip,
she recalled in a 1984 interview.
Shortly thereafter, she was
hired as a teacher and promptly
caught mumps from one of
her students. Nonetheless, she
recovered, and many considered her to be the glue that
held the young school together.
Energetic to the end, she lived
to 104 and died in 2002.

t
h
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1940s

R

uth Hoge directed

the school during its
stay at 1400 Old
Georgetown Road, an expansive house with generous
verandas surrounded by two
acres of wooded grounds near
the National Institutes of
Health in Bethesda. (Its street
address was renumbered in
1948 as 9030, according to the
Washington Post.)
Charles A. “Chuck” Miller
’45 remembers “a ramshackle
house set in a big yard… the
yellow-paneled station wagon
that lurched down River Road,
the rust-red packing crate
where we played, the post
office we set up in a classroom.
“It was the school where…
seven-year-olds composed
music,” Chuck wrote for the
school’s 70th anniversary.
The school brochure notes
that all 35 students, ages 3 to 8,
shared in the democratic life of
the school, feeding rabbits and
cleaning the hutch; planting
gardens and gathering crops;
and shelling peas for lunch.
“We took a lot of trips, even if
the trip was a walk to a nearby
farm,” Ruth Hoge recalled in a
2001 interview. “Children did
a lot of writing. They were able

to build a house, Arsinoe
took her students to see
how others do it. Photos
show Arsinoe and her 12
charges surrounded by
piles of bricks at a construction site, where the children
stand near a worker who
stirs concrete with a long
stick, then near another
worker laying mortar. Back
at school, the children constructed a wooden house
outdoors.
A photo shows Arsinoe
helping an unidentified
girl saw planks of wood,
while student John Carroll
to tell a teacher a story. Back
then we used the typewriter to
produce their story for them.
Writing was especially loved.…
Reading was the same way; it
was especially loved.… We liked
quiet time after lunch when we
would read a favorite book like
Rufus the Red Tailed Hawk.”
The school attracted some
well-known names as both faculty and parents in those early
days, which Gail says helped
establish the school. The staff
included several teachers who
would become legendary at
Green Acres: Arsinoe M. Allen,
one of the founding teachers
who taught Group I and shop
and crafts, and Jane H. Beals,
the Group II teacher who would
become director in 1954.
“Women were coming into
good jobs,” Ruth Hoge recalled
in 2001. “Education opened
up and we came to the school
with backgrounds at Little Red
[School House], Hessian Hills
[and the University of] Chicago
Lab School,” all well-regarded
progressive schools. The
teaching roster included Ruth
Crawford Seeger, already an
accomplished musician and
composer, as well as several
published children’s authors.
Students included Ruth
Seeger’s daughter Peggy; Bruce
Cohen, son of Wilbur Cohen;
Nicolai Cikovsky II, son of the

Arsinoe Allen and
young Green Acres
students learning
by using very realworld tools, late
1930s.

perches on a board to hold
it in place with his weight.
Laurie Goodrich ’67 refamous Russian painter;
and Neil Bell, grandson of
Alexander Graham Bell.
Perhaps it is no surprise
that during Ruth’s eightyear tenure, the school
nearly doubled in size.
Photos from the 1940s
show Mary McBurney
Green, a teacher, wearing
a flowered apron over her
polka-dotted dress and her
hair tied in a bun, leaning in
for a close look as boys and
girls scrub potatoes around
a small table in the kitchen.
A 1940s school scrapbook
describes students gathering walnuts and drying
them to use in experiments.
They counted them, put the
nut meats into cookies, and
boiled the shells to make
ink. A photo shows students writing with walnut
ink and homemade quill
pens. Also pictured in the
scrapbook is Thelma Moore,
described as the school’s
first African-American
teacher.
Alumni remember the
Old Georgetown Road
campus fondly, but trustees
at the time were less
enchanted. A 1946 brochure
designed to raise funds to
erect a new school calls the
“cramped rented quarters…
utterly inadequate.” The

members rainy
days in science
class, when Arsinoe would read
a children’s book
called “Rufus the
Red-Tailed Hawk.”
In the story,
Rufus flies over
Hawk Mountain. Laurie,
now the Senior Monitoring
Biologist at Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary Association in
Pennsylvania, wrote: “I truly
believe that the integration
of the natural world into my
daily life early on shaped
my interest and heightened
my caring for nature and
wildlife. Because of that
interest, when I was in college, I focused on the study
of ecology and sought a
career in conservation.”
To Ellen Prentiss Campbell (Pskowski) ’65, Arsinoe
was the Rachel Carson of
Rockville. “The Creek and
the woods—they were our
teachers, too,” Ellen wrote
in the June 1995 Green
Acres School Newsletter.
“And Arsinoe Allen was their
guardian and interpreter….
Her sense of wonder and
reverence for the natural
world was pervasive and
contagious. Her fierce
protection of the fragile
lady’s slippers was our first
encounter with an endangered species (well before
the concept was a household word) and our first
encounter with a crusader.
Arsinoe’s lesson that life is
precious imbued the Green
Acres community.”
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Ruth Crawford Seeger

W

alk past Nan Shapiro’s music room in the Main Building and you might
hear students singing “She’ll Be Coming Round the Mountain” or “Skip to
My Lou”—beloved songs performed by folk musician Pete Seeger and his
musical half-siblings Mike and Peggy Seeger. Few Green Acres families know that the
woman who brought those folk songs to American schoolchildren—the mother and
stepmother of the famous Seegers—was a Green Acres music teacher in the 1940s.
Ruth Crawford Seeger’s groundbreaking book American Folk Songs for Children introduced folk music to American schools through the 1950s and 1960s, and the classic
volume remains in print today. Written during her time at Green Acres and several
other area private schools, the book includes extensive tips about teaching folk songs
to children.
“I remember her name even before I knew who Pete Seeger was, because there was
this wonderful lady who’d teach us all these songs,” says Hon. Peter Messitte ’50, a
senior U.S. District Court judge for the District of Maryland who attended Green Acres’
nursery program in 1945. He still remembers singing “John Henry” at age 4 at the top of
his lungs, complete with the original North Carolina dialect.
Today, fifth graders sing “John Henry” as part of their American folk music unit, says
Nan, Green Acres’ current music teacher, who uses Ruth’s book extensively. “Skip to My
Lou” is a favorite of first and
second grade students in their
insect unit; “She’ll Be Coming
Round the Mountain” is popular in lower school assemblies;
and Nan lists a dozen other
songs from Ruth’s book that
she used in one recent school
year alone.
The first woman to win
a Guggenheim Fellowship
in music composition, Ruth
was an accomplished musician and composer when her
young family moved to Washington in 1935. She worked
with officials at the Library of
First graders play chimes, a modified version of handbells
Congress to preserve and teach
designed for smaller hands, at a musical assembly, 2009.
American folk music, which was
in danger of being lost at the
time. In 1941 Ruth became a music consultant in early education, a position which
included teaching music once a week at Green Acres.
Ruth’s work in schools led her to write a booklet with simple songs that mothers or
teachers could play on the piano at home or in school, which expanded into a major
book project. In November 1948 she published her ground-breaking book to national
acclaim. The book includes suggestions for clapping, dancing, playing games, having
children make up their own lines, and more—all very much a part of the way music has
been taught and experienced at Green Acres.
As part of its efforts to publicize the new book, the Seeger family participated in a
benefit for Green Acres School in December 1948, according to the Washington Post.
In a fitting reprise, Ruth’s oldest son, Mike, had planned to perform at the 75th anniversary celebration in November 2009, but his untimely death in the summer forced
the school to look elsewhere. Nevertheless, the upcoming celebration will include folk
music in Ruth’s honor.
Hon. Peter Messitte remembers learning the “Eensy Weensy Spider” from Ruth; the
song is included in her book. Peter, whose children, Zachary ’82 and Abigail ’85 attended Green Acres, and whose wife Susan was on the board of trustees, sees the song as a
metaphor for his experience at the school. He said: “Green Acres taught us that when
the sun comes up, you have the spunk to go back out again.”
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school felt squeezed as
enrollment rose, according
to minutes from meetings of
the Board of Trustees and the
Corporation from 1940–1946.
Each year, trustees discussed
whether to remain at the
location, which now leased
month-to-month. The school
opened an annex at a nearby
house in 1941; in 1944, trustees
noted that 43 children and nine
teachers shared two bathrooms
in the “big school,” and that
having a separate “little school”
(the nearby annex) was problematic. In 1945, the landlord
told trustees to vacate by June.
Trustees contacted an
architect about designing a
building, but a frantic search
for property proved
fruitless, forcing officials
to take out a newspaper
ad seeking potential
properties suitable for
building a school.
Still on Old Georgetown Road in 1946, the
school purchased five
acres of land in Bethesda,
but high building costs
proved prohibitive. That
property was sold in
1948 to finance purchase
of an eight-acre parcel
on the northwest corner
of sleepy Rockville Pike
and Wall Lane (now
Nicholson Lane)—today
a corner occupied by
high-traffic retail. The land contained a 17-room colonial-style
house, a two-story barn, and a
few small cabins. It would allow
immediate expansion from 65
to 86 children, according to
a committee report from the
1940s. The school desperately
needed to expand its enrollment for financial reasons, and
its current site was too small,
the report says.
“Continued operation in the
present location,” the report
warned, “will result in further
deficits unless the general scale
of tuition is raised or sacrifices
are made in the school’s present standards of quality.”
Enough was enough. For the
first time, the school would
own its own property, and
Green Acres moved in 1948.
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Throughout the school’s
Lux M t through
anor!
Worries about
first decades, pets remained
facilities had been
a strong part of Green Acres
The more things
put to rest now that
lore and tradition. In 1984,
change…? A notice
Green Acres owned its
the school’s 50th anniverfrom the “Green Acres
eight-acre campus—but
sary year, meeting notes from
School News,” October 1958.
by 1954 zoning regulations
Green Acres trustees and
had evolved, expansion of the
staff include a discussion of
Rockville Pike was beginning,
Trixie, a neurotic stray dog
Architect Sam Brodie took
and the school was eyeing
that spent most of her time
the job and designed what is
expansion to sixth grade. Again
under Jane Beals’ desk. One
now the Main Building, with
Green Acres faced inexorable
can imagine the chuckles over
its central All Purpose Room
circumstances. And again the
the discussion of Trixie stories,
around which all 12 classrooms
school would seek a new home.
such as her helping Jane make
were located. Each classroom
In July 1954, “in view of the
admissions decisions, and the
featured sliding glass doors
growing commercialization
rumor that uneasy prospective
opening onto covered, paved
of the area,” school leaders
parents who brushed Trixie’s
terraces. The building’s four
deemed it unwise to build a
hairs away might not see their
corners opened onto porches
larger facility on the Rockville
children accepted.
that were later converted to
Pike property. Instead they
The 50th anniversary notes
closed rooms, and the sursold the property, and in April
also indicate that some bigger
rounding woods reflected the
1955 purchased 14 wooded
animal stories were spun
school’s emphasis on outdoor
acres on unpaved Danville
during Jane’s time school and
play. Theodore Roosevelt
Drive, about a mile and-a-half
camp director. In particular,
McKeldin, governor of Maryaway. Construction began on
horses had become a part of
land during the 1950s, nailed
a new school building, at an
the camp that Alice Mendham
the Green Acres School sign
approximate cost of $200,000.
Powell had started in 1935.
At that cost, the school could to a tree during the March 21,
The equines were a constant
1956 groundbreaking ceremony.
afford to build only a shell, and
source of problems—even after
There was just one rub:
would let future generations
they were sold during Jane’s
construction wasn’t complete
take care of the inside, Jane
time as director. One night, the
when it was time to move, Jane
said. It was “a commitment to
police called Jane to say the
told eighth graders Stephanie
the future,” Jane recalled in
school’s horses were out again.
Dimond and Jenny Flexner in
notes from the 50th anniverJane was up and dressing bea 1984 interview for a 50th ansary meeting. The challenge
fore she realized… We no longer
niversary oral history project.
was to find an architect who
have horses. (After the move
“They brought all the furniwould embrace that building
to Danville Drive, the facilities
ture to the new location and
philosophy.
were rented in the summer to
had class outdoors for the last
few weeks of school,” Stephanie
and Jenny wrote.
Enrollment growth from the school’s 1934 founding to the present
At the 50th anniversary
meeting, Jane remembered
320 —
that “the entire school up and
300 —
walked to the new Danville
Drive campus from Rockville
250 —
Pike.” There were no telephones,
and someone put a fake phone
on Jane’s desk.
200 —
The building was complete
for the 1956–1957 school
year. And in 1958, despite the
150 —
unusual architectural approach,
the American Institute of
100 —
Architects, through its Potomac
Valley Chapter of Maryland,
awarded Green Acres first prize
50 —
in architecture for schools in
Montgomery County.

Section II: Building Traditions
t
h
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1950s

T

he Spring Fair. The
Book Fair. School
mascot Pedro the
Donkey. Going Places with
Children in Washington, D.C. All
of these traditions, some now
cherished memories and others
which remain part of the life of
the school today, date to the
1950s. (See sidebars.)
Other familiar elements,
such as the farm-like setting
and close relationship with
teachers, continued from the
early years. Rufus G. King III
’51, formerly Chief Judge of the
D.C. Superior Court, remembers the school’s Colonial-style
building on quiet Rockville Pike
and the two-story barn filled
with farm animals; pony rides
were a special treat, he said in
an interview for the June 1994
Green Acres School Newsletter.
Frank Bennett ’52 remembers Todd Elliott, a second
grade teacher who was unusual
both because he was male and
because he played with his
students. “It was much less
formal than other schools,
[with] much more interaction between teachers and
students, more appreciation
of the importance of fun and
the learning that could take
place outside of the classroom,”
Frank wrote in response to
a recent query from a Green
Acres eighth grader.
The school began the decade
with about 80 students. In 1954
articles in the Washington Post
and the Times Herald noted
the arrival of the new director,
Jane Beals, who was following
Costa J. Leodas’ three-year
tenure. At the time, enrollment
included 110 children from
nursery through second grade.
By the end of the decade, the
school would nearly double in
size. It would include students
through sixth grade. And, true
to form, it would have yet
another new home.
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1960s

T

In the 1950s, amid a more conservative political atmosphere,
the school’s ostensibly liberal
philosophy fell out of vogue.
As Green Acres worked to
establish itself as an elementary school, adding grades 3
through 6 from 1954–1957, it
found itself having to defend
its not-so-traditional approach
to education.
In 1955 the conservative
tide of the moment even found
some parents wondering if
the school should close. Jane
Beals and other school leaders
understood that action was
needed. As noted in the 50th

anniversary meeting notes,
Jane declared. “We have to
change our image.”
In a brochure from the late
1950s, the school portrayed
itself as straddling the line
between progressive and
more traditional education,
combining the best advances
of the 20th century with the
tried-and-true. The school’s
“unusual, highly experienced”
staff was highlighted, as was
the school’s role as a teacher
training center. (Students
majoring in child study at the
University of Maryland trained
at Green Acres as part of their

requirements for a degree, the
brochure notes.)
Indeed, the school reveled in
modern advances in an October
1958 newsletter celebrating
the start of its 25th year: “This
year, 4th, 5th and 6th grades
have added televised instruction to the science curriculum.”
Students watched half-hour lessons three mornings a week on
the two television sets that had
been donated to the school by
parents. The televised course
was prepared by a National
Academy of Sciences Committee in cooperation with area
school officials and the Greater

Above left: A couple of youngsters
demonstrate Green Acres commitment to the arts and the outdoors—
simultaneously! Above: An early color
shot (1950s) shows an unusually
diverse group of teachers for the era.

Washington Educational
Television Association. “Outer
space” was the topic of the first
program.
The newsletter explains that
the school’s televisions would
be used mainly for science,
though “the 6th grade may
see an occasional World Series
game or tune in on special
events.”

Animals are people, too
f r o m t h e s ta r t, f o u r - l e gg e d f r i e n d s h av e f o u n d a h o m e at g r e e n a c r e s

S

tarting with Mac the goat, namesake of Macsfolly
Farm, animals have been as much a part of Green
Acres as have field trips or books. In the 1940s students were encouraged to bring their pets to school; one
photo from the time shows student Sandy Wolf standing
before a blackboard with a parakeet perched on his head.
The school has been the recipient of rabbits, chickens,
gerbils, snakes, mice, and other pets—including, in the
1960s, a rat retired from NIH because he had learned all the
mazes. Decades later, seventh and eighth grade teacher
Hal Lederman brought his dog Tiger to school each day.
Students in those grades so enjoyed Tiger’s presence he
was even pictured in the yearbook, says former teacher
Joanne Gillespie. Today, the science room is filled with
“pets,” including gerbils, bearded dragons, and rats; students often care for the pets over school holidays, following strict regimens carefully communicated by the science
teachers. Upon discovering that several box turtles on campus had cracked shells, a student-created “Turtle Ranch”
became a favorite project in 2007.
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But perhaps the most famous Green Acres pet was
 edro, a Mexican burro who was the unofficial school masP
cot in the 1950s. An Oct. 26, 1953 Washington Post story recounts that Pedro and a second burro, Jose, were given to
President Eisenhower during his Texas-Mexico trip in 1953.
Eisenhower, a Republican, did not want to accept an animal that was symbolic
of the Democratic
party, so Merriman
Smith, a senior White
House wire service
correspondent, and
Post reporter Edward
Folliard volunteered
to take the animals.
The burros were
flown from Texas to
Chicago, and then put
on a train to Washington, arriving on a Sun-

he 1960s opened with
President John F.
Kennedy’s promise
that the U.S. would land a man
on the moon by the end of the
decade and closed with the rise
of the hippie counterculture.
Just as the decade was a time
of change for the nation, it was
a time of change for Green
Acres. The curriculum was
studied and revised, including
the addition of a family life and
sex education curriculum; the
school population soared,
increasing nearly 40 percent
between 1964 and 1975; a pool
was built and a summer camp
re-established; and seventh
and eighth grades were added.
In the days before Rockville’s
Executive Boulevard and the
office buildings visible today
at the eastern edge of campus,
photos show woods that seem
to go on forever.
“We really ranged far and
wide with our kids,” taking
science walks that strayed
deep into the woods, says

their last names, “but it didn’t
Marie Powell, a former science
stick,” says Else. She was called
teacher who started at Green
“Mrs. Gretz” when she first
Acres in 1967, and the school’s
taught at the school in 1964.
first Middle School Head. A
When she returned in 1975
30th anniversary school newsafter several years in Switzerletter notes, “Although Arsinoe
no longer has the kindergarten, land, she was called “Else.”
The school stressed that its
as Science teacher she rambles,
methods were based on modas she used to, through the
ern research, including use of
woods, identifying what’s left
standardized tests. According
of the flora and fauna after
to a 1960 brochure, “A nationthe children come crashing
ally known educator spends
through.”
one day a month visiting
Danville Drive was a dirt
classrooms and meeting with
road for the first ten years of
teachers. A clinical psychologist
the school’s residency, with
regularly observes children in
only eight or nine homes
the school and consults with
punctuating the neighborteachers and parents.” The
hood’s rurality. The land north
brochure describes a Green
of Montrose Road was all
Acres testing program estabfarmland, and a dirt road ran
lished in 1959, with the help
from Montrose to Seven Locks
of the Experimental Teaching
Road, notes Natalie Gitelman,
Center of New York University,
who taught nursery school for
in which tests were combined
about 20 years, starting in the
with teacher observations
1960s.
to plan individual programs
The school continued to
work to bolster its public image. for each student. Academic
progress was even measured by
“Being progressive in those days
standardized tests.
was a no-no,” says Else Gretz
So many children came from
Froberg, who taught mostly
second grade at Green Acres for and went on to public school,
according to the brochure, that
nearly three decades. In 1960,
Green Acres had begun to use
students called teachers by

day at about noon. The Post reported that Smith, dressed
in his Sunday best, arrived at the Railway Express Agency
a few minutes after Folliard, “and so he had to be content
with the, well, more moth-eaten of the pair.”
Smith had telephoned the zoo for advice: he and his
five-year-old son Timothy looped the lead under Pedro’s
tail and used a carrot to lure Pedro into the back of their
station wagon, whose
floor was
covered with
paper for
the event.
Smith announced he
would show
the burro to
his neighbors in the
Chevy Chase

“[Director Gabriel] Jacobs
expressed considerable
concern over the tremen
dous pressures to prepare
students to meet college
admission requirements
because of the harmful
effects of these pressures
on both elementary and
high school education.”
—from the minutes of the
Green Acres Corporation
Meeting, April 22, 1963

the Montgomery County Public
Schools curriculum as a guide
and maintained a curriculum
roughly parallel to that of the
public schools.
Director Jane Beals retired
in 1962 after 25 years in education and was succeeded by Gabriel H.L. Jacobs, who stayed
just two years. Gabe’s more
traditional approach wasn’t a
good fit—he expected teachers
to submit written lesson plans,
says Joan Karasik, a former
parent and staffer. Helen Green
“Greenie” Neuburg, an energetic
and creative new director, was
hired in 1964.

neighborhood in Washington, and then “take Pedro on out
to the Green Acres School on Rockville Pike. That’s where
Timothy goes and they’ve got cows out there and lots of
room.”
That summer Pedro lived at the farm of Board President
Osborne Webb. In the fall, Green Acres preschool students
wrote to Aubrey Graves, a Post columnist who had adopted
Jose, asking how to make Pedro more cooperative.
“He won’t go when we try to ride him,” the letter said.
“Your burro, Jose, seems friendlier. How can we win Pedro
over? How can we make him carry us?”
Graves was unable to offer any sage advice in his Nov.
14, 1954 column, and Pedro remained strong-willed, eventually biting a child on the ear. An unsigned, handwritten
note in the Green Acres archives states that “Pedro was the
terror of the barnyard so a new home had to be found for
him. A nearby farmer asked Jane if he could have him for
breeding. He had horses and the offspring were mules.”
“I imagine,” the author concluded, “Pedro was quite
happy with his new home and new job.”

Animals have enjoyed favored status on campus, from the school’s beginnings as a farm to
the present day. Far left: 1950s students learn from caring for a bunny in science. Near left:
Independent-minded—and perhaps, therefore, perfect for Green Acres—the infamous,
Pedro was the school’s unofficial mascot from the same time.
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Green Acres has always been “Going Places”
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School, with its penchant for
were welcome; and 10 cent pony rides
field trips and experiential learning,
offered at Circle N Pony Ranch on New
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Going Places,” says Liz Hemming, who
In 1961,iliethe
format
taught technology at the school for
was expanded to 64
nearly two decades. “I figured a school pages; 10,000 copies
that produced that book was worth
were printed and
looking at.” Both children enrolled at
priced at $1 each.
Green Acres and later graduated.
A legacy was born.
Originally titled Going Places, Doing
Since then,
Things with Children In and Around
scores of Green
Washington, the 42-page booklet
Acres parents,
focused on activities for children unstudents, and staff
der 12. The introduction to the 1958
have collaborated
booklet, edited by Cozette Barker and
on updated ediElizabeth Friedman, with the original
tions published
idea credited to teacher and parent
every three to
Shirley Kessler, says it aims to “acfive years. The
quaint readers with some little-known fourth edition
activities” in Washington and its imwas termed
mediate suburbs.
“invaluable” by
These “little-known activities”
the Post, and the
included trips to the not-so-obscure
seventh edition was reviewed enthusiWhite House and the National Zoo—
astically by the Post’s Judith Martin in
but even the first edition offers the
1974, before she became syndicated
kid-friendly, parent-savvy advice for
(and famous) as “Miss Manners.”
which the book has become known.
The 50th anniversary edition,
At the Washington Monument, “Take
pictured, was published in 2008. It
the elevator to the top for 10 cents, or, runs 372 pages covering more than
if your children wish, they can walk up 400 outings, and is sold in bookstores,
the 898 steps,” the book advises.
toy stores and on Amazon.com. This,
Lesser-known sites highlighted in
the 17th edition of the book, features
the booklet included the Islamic Cena new section listing teachers’ favorter and its mosque, on Massachusetts
ite field trips, harkening back to the
Ave., the only such center of its kind in book’s beginnings.

But child-centered wisdom remains
the book’s hallmark, and though in
today’s tome is more professionally
published, its information would be at
home in that first mimeographed version. Writing about the tiny National
Aquarium in the basement of the U.S.
Department of Commerce building,
G R E E N AC R
ES SCHOOL
PRESENTS

Going Place
s
with children
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ton, dc
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the original book advises, “Mothers
say they save this trip for a rainy day.”
Of its newer counterpart, the large,
state-of-the-art National Aquarium
in Baltimore, the 50th anniversary
edition advises: “If you’ve got preschoolers, head to Discovery Center, a
popular touch exhibit for little ones….
Or visit the smaller National Aquarium
in Washington, D.C., and plan a trip to
Baltimore’s Aquarium in a few years.”

After moving to Danville
Drive, Green Acres rented its
facility during the summer
to the Jewish Community
Center, which operated a
camp. Sensing an opportunity,
in the mid-60s trustees voted
to build a pool and open a
summer camp to be operated
by Green Acres. Natalie Gitelman, wife of Sheldon Gitelman, the president of the
board at the time, recalls: “He
came home and said, ‘We will
build a pool. Fred Glasberg—
the husband of the music
teacher—and I guaranteed
the loan; it’s $20,000.’ I said,
‘We don’t have $20,000!’ He
said, ‘Don’t worry.’ ”
School officials hoped the
camp would “more than pay
its way and begin to [fulfill]
a number of persistent
dreams… an increase in
teachers’ pay, more scholarships, the addition of rooms
to meet the growing enrollment and enriched program,
and the means to contribute
to experimentation and
research,” according to a 1964
letter to alumni. As always,
construction was turned
from an inconvenience into a
teaching tool: according to a
June 1965 school newsletter,
art teacher Betty Bodnarchuk
and her students sketched
men at work on the new pool.
Meanwhile, the All Purpose Room, also termed the
“Big Room,” remained central
to the school, both physically
and metaphorically. “Green
Acres in the 1950s and 1960s
was much like a one-room
school because there was
so much action in the Big
Room,” Donald Campbell ’71
recalled at a gathering during
the school’s 70th birthday
celebration.
“The Big Room was
classroom space for creative
movement, music and
physical education; it was the
gathering place in 1962 when
the whole school huddled
around a flickering blackand-white television to watch
John Glenn emerge from
a ‘tin can’ after orbiting the
earth 20 times.”

Nelle Campbell

U

niversally loved,
Nelle Campbell
was a longtime Acres teacher and
avatar of progressive
education. She knew
every child’s birthday,
and could tell parents
what each child did for
Mexican Market Day or
during the Japan unit.
“She was magic,” says
one former colleague.
Nelle first brought
monarch butterflies
to school as dots on a

milkweed branch, then
as chrysalises—before
she helped students
feed the butterflies
sugar water and set
them free, a tradition
that continues to this
day in the Primary Unit.
One of Nelle’s
lasting legacies to
Green Acres, where
she taught for 25 years,
is the swinging gate
on what is now the
Castle Playground. In
the 1960s, Nelle visited

many area playgrounds
while taking an early
childhood education
course, says her
daughter, Ellen Prentiss
Campbell Pskowski
’65. At the National
Institutes of Health,
she discovered a
swinging gate that she
thought would make
a fine addition to the
Green Acres campus.
In asking the school
to purchase a similar
gate, Nelle wrote

of “…a garden gate
that was meant to be
swung on. I think there
would be room for
three small swingers.…
The gate appeared to
be very sturdy and if it
should prove to be not
too expensive, I think
one would be a great
investment.”
The gate was
purchased for $185
in 1965, and remains
a part of the school’s
playground today.

Left: Allaire Tétrault, granddaughter of Anne
Goodrich, on the swinging gate in the Lower
School playground, circa 2004.
Bottom: In 1986, teachers Nan Shapiro and
Nelle Campbell dropped a 50-pound squash
off the balcony outside the Primary Unit.
Nelle bought the squash on a class trip to
the pumpkin patch, recalls Aimee Wadeson
’92. Barely visible in the top corner is Barbara
Spiezio, who still teaches second grade. Aimee
remembers that they lined the ground with
trash bags to “catch” the squash. “I think,” she
says, that the squash “was cooked and served
as part of Thanksgiving lunch.”
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Quilting
patc h i n g to g e t h e r a s c h o o l’ s r e c e n t h i s to r y

W

hen Louis Silvano completed his
eighth year as Head of School
in 2008, the staff presented him
a handmade quilt that included a square
depicting his Beatles Halloween costume, a
square with an Olympic torch, and a square
with the birthday cards he loved handing to
students. Louis was one of the most recent
recipients of a Green Acres quilt; creating
such quilts has been part of the fabric of
Green Acres School since teachers Virginia
“Ginny” Spevak and Nan Shapiro first
started a quilting group among the staff in
the early 1980s.
Quilting has become an integral part
of the school’s culture: third graders stitch
quilts each year as part of their study of
Colonial America, eighth graders sew decorative banners commemorating their Green
Acres experience, and faculty and staff create quilts for retiring colleagues, marriages,
births and bereavement. Quilts and quilted
banners hang on classroom doors, in the
3-4 Building and in the Woods Building, and
have been sold at the school’s fund-raising
auction each year since it was first held in
the early 1980s.
Ginny and Nan organized a group of
teachers to quilt at the same time several
accomplished quilters could be counted
among the parent community. Three
hand-stitched quilts were among the items
sold at the first live Green Acres auction, as
part of the Corporation Meeting in October
1980. Ginny donated a hand-stitched
quilt for the first Green Acres Dinner and
Auction, held May 1, 1982, according to a
history of quilting at Green Acres written
by Else Gretz Froberg. Parents and staff
began making quilts for the auction each
year after that.
Meanwhile, teacher Nelle Campbell
created commemorative quilts with first
and second graders when the Center for
the Performing Arts and Physical Education opened in 1985. Students used fabric
crayons to draw their squares, which were
then stitched together by staff. Also in the
mid-Eighties, seventh- and eighth-grade
teacher Brenda Robinson continued a
tradition from her alma mater, Springfield
College in Massachusetts, and had graduating eighth graders make commemorative banners as part of a culminating
project.
“I had a lot of staff kids, Board kids,
‘lifers’ who were really attached to this
place,” says Brenda, now the school’s
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Business Manager. She gave each
student a square to decorate and
some puffy paints—which were
hard to sew with, she laughs.
“Some of the first [banners]
were very primitive,” Nan says,
also laughing. “One was put
together with duct tape. We’ve
gotten more professional about
how we make them.”
That’s thanks in part to parents Nancy Smith and Donna
Middlehurst, who taught
teachers more professional
quilting methods in the midto late-1980s.
By 1999 most of the children whose parents quilted
had graduated, and the
families had moved on. Technology teacher Liz Hemming, who became
hooked on quilting when she helped with
a raffle quilt as a parent new to the school,
suggested third graders make quilts for the
auction.
“Everyone associated quilting with Colonial America,” a core unit in the 3rd grade
curriculum, Liz says. Third grade teachers
Terry Strand and Anne Fretz agreed to
her proposal: The children each sewed a
patch, and teachers stitched them together.
Children enjoyed discussing color choice,
and Liz talked about the community service
aspect of making something to raise money

for the school. Parents came in to help, and
quilting became a cherished part of the
third grade curriculum. The original quilts,
which were donated back to the school,
hang in the 3-4 Building.
Quilting is so stitched into the fabric
of Green Acres history that a quilt show is
planned as part of the 75th anniversary
celebration of the school in November. The
show will honor Ginny, who worked at the
school for 28 years and who died in 2008,
and will feature Green Acres auction and
raffle quilts, student quilts, teacher quilts,
and those made by Green Acres parents.

Cook Like Eva

‘‘G

ee, Mom, why can’t you cook like
Eva? How many maternal egos
were shattered by this question from
tiny lips?
“Green Acres mothers need no longer
shake with dread as they put dinner on
the table. With this little cookbook, any
mother can now cook like Eva. In her
13 years as Green Acres dietician, Mrs.
Grooms has modified many everyday
dishes into sure-fire hits with even fussy
young eaters.”
Thus opens the “Cook Like Eva
Cookbook,” a mimeographed booklet
that offers 23 favorite recipes selected
by Green Acres students, as prepared
by school dietician Eva Grooms,
adapted for family-size meals. The

booklet was created in the early 1970s
for sale at the Spring Fair. Some students had a hard time choosing their
favorite recipes—including one girl,
the booklet’s introduction explains,
who wrote down everything she had
eaten since Christmas.
Recipes include fried chicken,
marked “The ABSOLUTE favorite
for lunch,” along with baked pork
chops, beef stew, Hungarian goulash,
macaroni with cheese and bacon,
scrambled eggs with bacon, fish
sticks, spaghetti with meat sauce, and
sausage pizza with dough made using
Eva’s biscuits recipe. Desserts included
brownies, chocolate pudding, apple
pie, and peanut butter cookies.

Don also remembered a culvert under Danville Drive that
possessed mysterious “cave”
paintings that the walkers
later discovered to be the work
of “the giants” (sixth graders).
Paul Karasik ’68 remembered
painting the inside of those
underground pipes when his
grade studied cave paintings
and ancient civilizations, and
finding remnants of his work
years later as a Green Acres
camp counselor, according to a
school newsletter.
It was sixth graders in Sally
Nash’s class who studied cavemen and their civilization. In
the June 1965 newsletter, Sally
wrote: “We have pretended to
be everything from cave-men
to kings; we have read Egyptian
medicine rolls, which prescribe
opium for children. We have
written archaeological accounts
of wastebaskets, and dialogues
between Greek and Egyptian
deities.”
Sally brought history alive,
but it wasn’t all fun and games.
A well-loved teacher and staff
representative to the Board of
Trustees, Sally was known for
drawing up a separate contract
each week with each student
in her class. The contracts
summarized each student’s assignments and obligations, and
students signed their agreements on the dotted lines.
Contracts or not, it was the
last time the sixth grade would
be the pinnacle of the Green
Acres experience. Public middle
school classes were becoming large, and many parents
longed to keep their children
at Green Acres for a few more
years. Increasingly, they urged
the school to add seventh

and eighth grades.
Meanwhile, the Board of
Trustees had decided a
further expansion of the
facilities was necessary
with or without the addition of two new grades.
The school “desperately needs larger and
better facilities for a
science room, an art
room, a music room and
a library,” parents were
told at the 31st annual
fall corporation meeting
in 1968. Adding the two
grades would require additional space, but would
also mean more tuition
revenue. In 1969, the
first seventh grade was
added; two years later,
in 1971, they became the
first eighth grade class
to graduate from Green Acres
School.
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1970s

L

ike their peers across
the U.S., Green Acres
students and teachers
in the 1970s sported long hair,
tie-dyes and afros. A 1962
school newsletter quaintly
reminded parents of girls in
grades 2–6 to send in long
pants for science walks “to
avoid brambles and poison ivy.”
A decade later photos confirm
that bell-bottom jeans were
had become de rigueur for both
girls and boys.
The school was experiencing
other cultural changes as well.
Now that seventh and eighth
grades were included, teachers
and administrators looked
for ways to give the older
students new and unique
experiences. In the spring
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From the school’s
founding in 1934,
the community has
dedicated itself to
advancing social
justice as a primary
tenet of progressive
education.
Above: An early childhood class from the
1960s.
Left: Students gather
around Arthur Jiggins,
a popular teacher,
also in the 1960s.
Below left: Students
in class—arrayed in a
U-shape rather than
rows and columns—
circa 1956, shortly
after the school’s
move to the Danville
Drive campus.

Tom Sawyer. By 1975, with
Oliver, the tradition had
settled into the seventh and
eighth grade spring musical
that continues today. Recent
productions have included The
Music Man, Fiddler on the Roof,
and Peter Pan.
To encourage play between
older and younger grades,

seventh graders studied child
development. They spent time
in the preschool tutoring,
reading, and writing books for
young children. “Pairing us up
with a nursery school student
in order to do a child development report was very cool,”
writes Greg Kaufmann ’82, now
a reporter for The Nation.
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Green Acres teachers have long been talented improvisers.
Natalie Gitelman, who taught nursery school from the 1960s
to the 1980s, remembers an evening meeting with parents
for which everyone was to bring a potluck dish.
“I taught with Shirley Kessler, who had five children of
her own and didn’t have time to prepare her potluck dish,”
Natalie says. “She brought all the ingredients and told the
kids, ‘We’re going to cook a stew.’ The kids cut up vegetables,
and Shirley plugged in an electric frying pan. Sparks shot
up, and Shirley said, ‘Well, I wanted to teach you about
electricity!’ “
Coincidentally (or maybe not…), Shirley’s son John
became a food critic and a columnist for the food and drink
section of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution!
Scenes from the 1970s: A Greek play in the Gully in 1971; Ceramicist Doug Rivlin ’77; Students and maintenance crew workers planting outside the Bathhouse

creative movement
program for preschool and younger
grades, and the
annual Olympics
for grades 6–8 was
— Pat Wilson,
established,
apparGreen Acres teacher in the 1970s
ently an outgrowth
of the sixth grade
Olympics first held
With the arrival of the
in 1966. (See sidebar.)
seventh and eighth grades,
One cherished school
staff also recognized the need
tradition came to an end in
for more challenging physical
1974, however, when trustees
education for older students.
discontinued the hot lunch
In 1972, the outdoor education
program was created, and Terry program that had existed for
most of the school’s Danville
Kullback was hired in March
Drive history. For 17 years,
1974 to head the new physical
dietician and cook Eva Grooms
education program, according
had ruled the kitchen, providto board meeting minutes. The
ing students with healthy hot
P.E. program was focused on
lunches each day. While most
problem-solving and skillschool lunches featuring “mysbuilding; with no gym on camtery meat” are notoriously bad,
pus, students were transported
Green Acres lunches were loved
off campus to places like Pooks
by the children—they were so
Hill for gymnastics.
popular that “The Cook Like
According to a 50th anni
Eva Cookbook” was created to
versary history, Terry created a

sell at the spring fair, says Joan
Karasik, an alumni parent. (See
sidebar.)
In a 1974 letter to Green
Acres parents, Board President
Robert Basseches explained
that discontinuing the lunch
program would save $16,000,
allowing the school to avoid
a tuition increase and hold
tuition at 1973–74 levels (ranging from $750 for nursery to
$1,600 for seventh and eighth
grade). In addition, although
the cooking was good, school
officials came to realize that
parents making their children’s
lunches would be both more
economical and less wasteful.
Still, cooking remained a
popular activity for teachers
and students. Fondly remembering an annual kindergarten
spaghetti dinner for families,
Roxanne Kaufmann, a teacher
in the pre-K, kindergarten, and
library during the 1970s, said,
“Children made invitations, put

Ask former students, faculty
and staff about their memories
of Green Acres, and many
point to the school’s cherished
traditions. Some, such as
vigorous parent participation
and parent work days, date
back to the earliest days of the
school. Others, such as outdoor
education, are newer, dating
to the 1970s. Here are a few
of the most recognizable and
fondly remembered Green
Acres traditions:

Along with caring for pets (see
sidebar), cooking is one of
the oldest hands-on activities
at Green Acres. Photos from
the 1940s show boys and girls
busily at work in the kitchen,
and early brochures explain
how measuring ingredients
helps teach fractions. Classes
were unable to cook for several
years in the early 2000s because
of county health regulations,
but a new, professional kitchen

“The joy for me at Green Acres is how much
fun the kids have. I remember on Monday
kids just running in as if life is so much
better at school than at home.”

When did
that start?
The definitive
guide to (some)
Green Acres
traditions and
their origins

Cooking in the Kitchen

Above: Green Acres students in the 1970s. (Could it be any other time?)

on a play and made dinner.”
Roxanne went on to tell of
the day when children were
preparing the dinner, rolling
meatballs in their hands—as
well as rolling them on the
floor. While leading a group
of prospective parents on a
tour, administrative assistant
Joan Adler walked into the
classroom. Parents assumed
the children were playing with
Play-Doh, and, as balls bounced
on the tables and floors, Joan
did not contradict them.
Other pastimes were also
nurtured in Green Acres
classrooms. Many of the professional writers among Green
Acres alumni say they got their
start at Green Acres. Greg
Kaufmann’82 says fifth-grade
English teacher Kathy Yaksich’s
infectious passion for learning
and literature helped him see
poetry in a new light.
“She had me choose a rock
song, memorize it and recite it,”

Greg writes. “I selected ‘Pinball
Wizard’ by The Who. I’d never
been much interested in poetry,
but after Kathy’s lesson I began
to pay much more attention to
language, image, rhythm, and
story. I think the fact that I’m a
writer today is due in no small
part to Kathy’s encouragement
and creativity.”
In the 1970s, the cinderblock
walls remained unpainted, and
teacher Marie Powell and others took it upon themselves to
paint them. Teachers, students,
and parents built furniture
and play equipment, former
staffers say. And the woods
still seemed to go on forever.
Marge Dimond, who taught in
the nursery program for nearly
two decades, lived on Tilden
Road in the early 1970s and
first discovered Green Acres
when following the creek with
her toddler.
“There always seemed to
be children playing here, and

it was my intuitive feeling
this was a warm, humanistic
place,” Marge said in a recent
interview. Her two daughters
graduated from the school in
1983 and 1985. Marge became
the school’s first Admission
Director and remains an active
trustee.
However, not surprisingly, space became increasingly constrained as the school
continued growing. In 1969, a
capital fund drive was launched
to fund a $270,000 expansion
and to build the Bathhouse,
which would serve the pool
during the summer and house
seventh and eighth grade
classes during the school year.
(“They isolated the seventh and
eighth grades to the edge of the
school because they were so
rowdy,” laughs former seventh
grade social studies teacher
Dale Allen.)
A 1970 fund-raising brochure
noted that the school’s enroll-

ment had tripled to 270 in
the 13 years since the original
Danville Drive building was
completed, and that more
space was imperative. In 1971
and 1972, a two-level addition
was constructed in the area
that now houses the pre-K
and kindergarten classrooms.
The bottom floor contained
science and art rooms and
storage space, while the upper
level housed the “quad,” which
originally included grades
3, 4, 5, and 6. The “Primary
Unit” comprising grades 1 and
2 was formed the following
year. Second grade teacher
Else Gretz Froberg remembers
creating the Mexico and Japan
units that remain part of the
curriculum.
In the mid-70s, dual-unit
groupings (grades 1 and 2, 3
and 4, etc.) were established
for all grades. While remaining
loyal to Alice Mendham Powell’s founding principles, the

1970s ushered in a new era of
Green Acres as a pre-K through
grade 8 school, resembling
more closely the school it
would become over the next 40
years, a decade into the next
century.

was installed in 2006, once
again allowing Lower School
math classes to bake cupcakes
for birthday celebrations or
pancakes for breakfast, and
second grade language arts
classes to make tortillas as part
of their study of Mexico.

parental support that allowed
the school to “maintain its
high standards on a moderate
tuition.” In 1959, school officials
decided to use Book Fair money
to establish a collection at
school, and a preschool library
with more than 100 books was
set up in the teachers’ room.
The Book Fair has remained
the major source of funding for
the library (now at over 22,000
volumes) and is a popular
community-building event.

Corporation Dinners
The Corporation Dinners in the
1970s and ’80s helped foster
the school’s warm community
feeling. Parents filled the All
Purpose Room and later the
Center, vying to bring the most
ethnically tantalizing dinners
and scrumptious desserts, says
Development Director Joan
Adler, who has worked at the
school since the 1970s, when
her children were students
here. Corporation business

was cheerily faced with full
bellies. The tradition was lost in
the 1990s when both parents
(or guardians) in families were
more likely to be working and
cooking time became limited.
Today, the Corporation Meeting
continues to offer news of the
budget and election of trustees,
but in recent years the most
compelling feature has been
panels of alumni—high school
students—who describe their
preparation and transition to

high school, and parts of the
Green Acres program they
cherish or would enhance.

Book Fair
Along with parent workdays
and the Spring Fair, the Book
Fair is mentioned in a late 1950s
brochure as an example of

“Sue Eckhart’s News Bowls –
sort of like ‘Jeopardy’ with
teams – made me start
paying attention to current
events. They were fun and
intense little battles. She
also let me do a scrapbook
on Michigan when Magic
Johnson made his Final Four
run with the Spartans. Who
else would have ever given
me credit for that? I still have
that scrapbook and the clips
in the basement.”
— Greg Kaufmann ’82,
reporter and researcher
for The Nation

Work Days
For much of the school’s history,
parents, staff and even students
built furniture, repaired
playground equipment and
otherwise helped keep costs
down during Parent Workdays.
Workdays were considered so
important that one student
took three buses to get to
15

speakers. The yearlong celebraof governance. For example,
tion included student-produced
Green Acres was one of the few
assemblies depicting Green
private schools that included
Acres lore across the decades; a
staff members on the board of
history of the school, written
trustees, and consensus was
first dinner auction was held
by Susan Post and Jill Wechsler
stressed in decision-making,
in 1982. Joan Adler, hired as an
Nelson; and an anniversary
administrative assistant in 1975, Jim and other former trustees
cookbook, Cooking with Green
say. While that structure can
was named the school’s first
make things harder for a board, Acres, which featured recipes reDirector of Development in
lated to curriculum units, such
it has also helped create a
1981—a position she continues
as the Primary Unit’s “Roots,”
tremendous sense of collegialto hold more than a quarterthe third- and fourth-grade
ity among the staff, say former
century later as the school
Colonial study, and the fifthstaff trustees. “You worked as a
celebrates its 75th anniversary.
and sixth-grade states banquet.
team,” says Susan (Hirtz) Grief,
The 1980s involved “a lot of
a former teacher,
direction-setting,” says Jim
alumni parent and
Phang, Board President from
capital campaign
1981 to 1983. One direction was
chair. Teachers were
the continuing decreased empart of the decisionphasis on preschool. Following
a study of several aspects of the making process:
One year someone
curriculum, Anne Goodrich in
said, “Let’s go to
1982 announced a restructured
Epcot Center,” and
preschool program that would
the administraeliminate the all-day fourtion’s response was,
year-old (“fours”) program and
instead offer a half-day nursery “Okay, we can raise
the money.”
unit for ages three and four,
And raise money
and a full-day kindergarten for
they did. Eighth
ages five and six.
While the school was further graders traveled
to Florida to visit
shifting its emphasis from
Epcot in the 1980s;
the younger children who
on campus, the
were its earliest pupils, it was
nearly completed
re-emphasizing its progressive
Center was ready
roots. Jim says he knew little
for the school’s
about the history of progres50th anniversary
sive education until he and five
celebration, which
other school leaders attended
The Eighties brought a decidedly more
began Oct. 13, 1984.
the first progressive education
modern feel to campus, highlighted by
Maryland Attorney
conference in 30 years, held at
construction
of “the Center” (top), which won
Miquon School in Pennsylvania. General Stephen
numerous accolades. Above right: a scene
H. Sachs, uncle of
They returned with a renewed
from the 1984 musical, “Oklahoma!” Below
two Green Acres
commitment to progressive
right: Karine Faden ’89 serves some pumpkin
students, and
education, including all the
pie to Development Director Joan Adler and
Greenie Neubrg
quirks and challenges it
Nelle Campbell at Thanksgiving lunch.
were featured
presented the school in terms

the seventh and eighth grade
The 11th edition of Going Places
experience. The darkroom
with Children in Washington,
was “nothing more than a
D.C. was published and was
large janitorial closet” with
hailed by the New York Times.
no circulation system, which
The celebration culminated in a
two-day event held May 31 and “emanated the strong odors of
Dektol and fixer,” teacher and
June 1, 1985, attended by many
professional photographer
alumni and former faculty,
Victor Stekoll wrote in a June
including Gail Powell Perry ’45
and former Director Ruth Hoge. 1994 school newsletter. In
Nineteen eighty-four also in- the quarter-century since the
program’s founding, students
cluded the start of a photograhave regularly won top honors
phy program that 25 years later
in Montgomery County and
remains a jewel in the crown of

planted flowers during a daylong “plant-in.”

of parent volunteers to bake
turkeys and bring them in
carved and ready to serve. The
morning of the event, mothers
and fathers would appear in the
kitchen to make boxed stuffing
mix, heat corn and gravy, slice
pre-baked pies and help young
students put apple sauce and
cranberry relish in serving
bowls. After the county Health
Department nixed that system,
the school began catering the
lunch, at which faculty and

Section III: The Modern Era
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1980s

I

n 1981 Green Acres

enrolled about 280
students ages 3 to 14.
The school featured a busy
all-purpose room, a large
wooded campus, and some
expanded outdoor play
areas—but still no gymnasium.
P.E. classes often had to travel
off campus, which meant,
according to one of Director
Anne Goodrich’s reports to the
board of trustees in the early
1980s, weekly trips to gymnastics venues, gyms with
basketball courts, and bowling
alleys. In 1981 board members
identified the two major fiscal
priorities for the school as
enhancing faculty salaries (a
common theme throughout
Green Acres’ history) and
building a Center for the
Performing Arts and Physical
Education (CPAPE, or, more
simply, “the Center”), according
to Development Office notes
from the time.
To achieve these goals—and
to build the Center in time for
the school’s 50th anniversary
in 1984—Green Acres began to
undertake a more professional
approach to fund-raising. The
Fifty Fund was launched to
raise the $800,000 necessary
to build, equip, and maintain
the Center, and the school’s

school, recalls Alumni Director
Sue Eckhart. Such workdays
dropped off in later years, but
that same spirit was recalled
in the three-day “playground
raising” held in 1995 in memory
of Andrew David Leavens
’02 (see sidebar). When the
Middle School building was
completed in 2006, more than
100 parents, students and staff
wielded spades, hoes and rakes
when they planted trees and
pachysandra, spread mulch and
16

Thanksgiving Lunch
Teacher Nelle Campbell began
this all-school celebration
in 1964, when hot lunch
was served every day. Since
that time all students have
contributed each year to
the celebration—making
placemats, centerpieces or
napkin rings, serving meals,
or cleaning up. A school

leader shares a cherished
Thanksgiving memory at the
beginning of the meal as Nelle
did in 1964. For a Thanksgiving
later in the 70s teachers wanted
to cook an enormous hubbard
squash from Nelle’s farm but
couldn’t figure out how to cut
it. Nelle’s creative solution was
described in the December
1995 newsletter. While her
students had been estimating
how many seeds would be
counted when it was split

open, Nelle climbed to the top
of a stepladder and dropped
it. The squash was then
cooked, and everyone had a
taste, says teacher Nan Shapiro.
(See sidebar.) In 1974 the
discontinuation of hot lunch
at former cook Eva Groom’s
direction led alumni parent
Alva Harvey to spend three days
cooking the meal. The 1995
newsletter explains that in the
years after Alva’s Herculean
effort, it took a whole group

regional photography contests.
Many, perhaps even most, have
furthered their studies in high
school and beyond.
In other academic ventures,

field trips remained important. Nursery teacher Marge
Dimond wrote in a March
1983 school newsletter that
nursery students made visits
to the gymnasium construction
project at Green Acres and took
trips to a chick hatchery, a post
office and store. Fifth and sixth
graders had “TBA time,” which
stood for “To Be Announced,”
yielding surprises such as a
1983 unit on nutrition.
One of the more memorable
projects from the 1980s was a
sixth grade archaeological unit
based on the study of Sumer
and the ancient world. A group
of students made artifacts to
bury behind the school—but
kept them secret from younger
groups, says Jill Katz, who
taught sixth grade at Green
Acres from 1980 to 2002. One
group would dig up the preceding group’s artifacts and, acting
as archaeologists, try to discern
what the culture was like and
what the object was used for.
At the time, the school’s
“backyard” was bigger and
neighbors liked to walk their
dogs on the property, Jill
recalled in a recent interview.
Neighbors notified police that
there might be a cult secretly
operating on the campus because they saw burned, strange
objects and even some bones.
Jill said, “The police notified

In 4th grade, two kids wrote
a letter for the class asking
[author] William Mayne to
write a follow-up to “Skiffy,” [a
book] which Kate Carlson had
read to the class. The whole
class signed the letter. A couple
weeks later he sent a letter
back in rhyme that said we had
inspired him to write a sequel….
Two months later we received
the manuscript. Kate and Karen
Day read it to us and we sent
comments back. Now, two
years later, look what came in
the mail! The newsletter shows
a photo of the book cover:
“Skiffy and the Twin Planets” by
William Mayne. The dedication
page reads: “To the Fourth
Grade, 1980, at Green Acres
School, Rockville, Maryland,
U.S.A., who reminded me that
this story had to be told.”
— Sixth grade reporter in the
Green Acres Newsletter, 1982

the school, and we said, ‘We
hate to tell you this, but we
know…’ ” School officials then
explained that there was no
cult, just a sixth grade project.
Despite frightening the
neighbors, in 1986 Green Acres
was accredited by AIMS, the
Association of Independent
Maryland Schools, and was one
of the first schools to participate in that arduous process.
The school’s own self-study,
itself a part of the accreditation,
combined with the report by
a team of independent school
evaluators, helped Green Acres
leaders identify the school’s

students of all
ages share tables.
A final treat is the
annual staff-vs.eighth grade
soccer game
(right, in 2008), in
which the adults
find themselves,
remarkably,
undefeated over
the seven years
the game has
been played.
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Judy Karasik ’65

A Ride Together
Paul Karasik ’68

A Ride Together
City of Glass
Masters of American Comics

A sampling of
authors, journalists,
playwrights, and
scriptwriters whose
talents were
“incubated” at“
Green Acres.

Greg Kaufmann ’82

TheNation.com
John Kessler ’75

Columnist, The Atlanta Journal
Constitution
Charles Lane ’75
Stephen Burt ’85

Jennifer Gorham Ackerman ’72

The Curious Naturalist (editor)
Notes from the Shore
Chance in the House of Fate
Sex Sleep Eat Drink Dream: A Day
in the Life of Your Body
Justin Adler ’86

Writer and co-executive producer:
“Futurama”
“Bob Patterson”
“Welcome to New York”
“Less Than Perfect”
“Sons and Daughters”
“Big Day”
“Samantha Who?”

most pressing needs.
At the top of the “wish list”
was additional space for the
middle school—specifically, a
new building for seventh and
eighth grades and a music
classroom. Acting quickly,
the school constructed a
single-storey, three-classroom
building next to the Bathhouse
in 1989. (Students voted to
call the new structure the
“Woods Building” because it was
constructed in the woods.)
Meanwhile, Middle School
students were offered their
first formal after-school
athletic program in 1988, with
the school fielding two girls’
teams and two boys’ teams in
both soccer and basketball.
The AIMS report also recommended that the school find
ways to “emphasize women and
minorities in the curriculum.”
A curriculum review committee
was organized, which led to the
creation of a Board Diversity
Committee and a Faculty Diversity Committee; those led to
18

Randall Jarrell and His Age
Parallel Play
Shot Clocks: Poems for the WNBA
The Forms of Youth: 20th Century
Poetry & Adolescence (Winner:
Warren-Brooks Award)
Don Campbell ’71

“Air Force One”
“Quest for King Arthur”
“Schizophrenia”
“Firestorm”
“In Search of the U.S.S. Indianapolis”
“In Search of Liberty Bell 7”
“Russia: Land of the Tsars” (Emmy
Award Winner)

the creation of a position for
a Multicultural Coordinator
(later renamed the Diversity
Coordinator) in 1998.
t
h
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1990s

T

he 1990s was a decade

of transformation.
The campus went
from what former Head of
School Arnold “Arnie” Cohen
describes as a shabby mess of
moldy buildings to a fabulous
state-of-the-art campus that
wows visitors. But that exciting
metamorphosis came at a price:
As part of the agreement that
allowed for improvements,
enrollment was capped at 320
by Montgomery County, and
additional restrictions were
placed on the ways the campus
could be accessed and used.
When Anne Goodrich
retired in 1993 after 15 years as
Director and after a 35-year association with Green Acres, she

Rachel Cohn ’82

Shrimp
The Steps
Two Steps Forward
Gingerbread
Pop Princess
Nick & Nora’s Infinite Playlist
Cupcake
Naomi & Ely’s No Kiss List
You Know Where to Find Me
Jonathan Engel ’78

Doctors and Reformers
The Epidemic: The History of AIDS
Arthur Goldschmidt ’42

A Concise History of the Middle
East
Modern Egypt: The Formation of a
Nation-State
Historical Dictionary of Egypt: 3rd

left a school that was financially sound, with a Faculty Salary
Endowment Fund of more
than $1 million and a growing
Scholarship Endowment Fund.
But Anne was known to say
that her greatest achievement
was a focus on the curriculum.
The school of 290 students had
an energized, involved parent
community, including a newly
organized Board Committee
Parents Association (the
precursor to GASPA, the Green
Acres School Parents Association), and a long-range plan
that looked forward to a new
era of growth.
However, that financial
stability was costly, says Arnie,
who succeeded Anne in 1993.
“There was a lot of wisdom in
making sure the school had an
endowment and was financially
in good shape,” Arnie said in
a recent interview. “But the
campus looked like it would
implode into a swampy mess.”
The Bathhouse (which was
converted each year from a

Edition
Biographical Dictionary of
Modern Egypt
Worlds of Difference
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, ou L’esprit
de solitude
Andrew Greer ’84

The Path of Minor Planets
The Confessions of Max Tivoli
The Story of a Marriage
Winner—New York Public Library
Young Lions Award
Winner—California Book Award
Gold Medal for Fiction
Amy B. Harris ’84

Writer/producer
“Sex and the City”
“The Comeback”
Just My Luck

pool house during camp to
a classroom building during
school) reeked of mold. Water
leaked into classrooms in
the Main Building, and some
carpets were moldy. The newest
buildings, the Woods Building
and the Center, were “magnificent buildings but anomalies
on campus,” Arnie says.
In front of the Main
Building on the circle, beyond
the rooms where the music
and handbell rooms are today,
stood a gas pump. (The school
owned most of its buses at the
time.) At one point before his
arrival on campus, Arnie says
a gas leak earned Green Acres
a visit from the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Fire
Department.
To top it off, the school
was not saving any money by
pumping its own gas; it was
actually more expensive. Arnie
remembers saying, ”You cannot
have this here. These are health
and safety issues.” Today,
behind the Middle School

Staff Writer, The Washington Post
David Lublin ’83
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A Door Near Here

Building, the “GAS Station”
playground, its name a doubleentendre, recalls the earlier days
of the gas pump.
If the campus appeared
shabby—some say it was
green and attractive but an
inadequate complement to the
school’s program—it was mirrored by some of the administrative practices that the school
sought to professionalize. Bob
Weiss, who became the school’s
Business Manager a few
months before Arnie arrived,
discovered that his predecessor’s filing system involved
shoving receipts into drawers;

nothing was computerized.
Anne Goodrich’s last major
decision as Director had been
to discontinue the half-day
nursery program for threeyear-olds, completing the
evolution of Green Acres into
an elementary school. The size
of the pre-K and kindergarten
programs was increased, creating the school as it exists today,
with students in grades pre-K
through 8.
In the area of personnel,
instead of taking the title “Director,” Arnie took for himself
the now-current title “Head of
School,” and, revamping the

One memorable early Outdoor Education trip involved camping
in a West Virginia cave—or, almost in a cave, says Dale Allen, the
seventh grade teacher who founded the program. “It was so eerie,
to be in an environment so removed from sound and light,” he
remembers. The kids fell asleep in their sleeping bags in the cave
at about 9:30 p.m., but awakened an hour later, asking, “Is it time
to get up?” They couldn’t tell because they were so disoriented.
The students went back to sleep, but an hour later, they were
up again. The teachers couldn’t sleep either. Says Dale: “Around
midnight, we gave up, went outside, and slept next to the cave.”
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administrative staff to model
that of other independent
schools, he appointed heads
of Lower and Middle Schools,
Ursula Ferro and Marie Powell.
Arnie hired a parent, Jocelyn
Schaffer, as his assistant, and
created the positions of Alumni
Director (1994) and Multicultural Coordinator (1998).
Finally, the school still had
no Admission Director. The
Head of School read applications, and “a lot of things fell
through the cracks,” Arnie says.
He named Marge Dimond the
school’s first Director of Admission in 1993. The job seemed
a good fit with Marge’s long
tenure at the school, and she
remained in the post for more
than a decade.
Meanwhile, a Strategic
Planning Committee of 26
parents, alumni, faculty,
administrators and trustees
created a vision for the next 10
to 20 years, according to a June
1994 newsletter. They identified
four areas of greatest need:

“I probably became a writer
as a result of the education I
got at Green Acres. Although
I only attended for two years,
it was very intellectually
stimulating, and students’
interests, however arcane,
were encouraged to develop
there. Those two years really
provided the foundation for
who I was to become and
what sort of intellectual and
personal interests I would
pursue.”
—Rachel Cohn ’82,
author of Nick and Nora’s
Infinite Playlist and
nine other teen novels

major renovation of the Main
Building; additional classroom
space, especially for the library;
improved traffic flow and parking; and additional funds for
the scholarship endowment.
To nobody’s surprise, all
of the initiatives required
significant expenditures.
In 1995 parent trustees
Susan and Peter Grief agreed
to lead a $1.2 million capital
campaign that would fund the
most comprehensive building
project since the school was
constructed on Danville Drive
in 1955. (In a fitting coincidence, the couple met at Green
Acres when Director Anne
Goodrich introduced teacher
the former Susan Hirtz to her
husband, who was renting a
room in Anne’s home.)
The original construction
plan included Phase I, which
entailed building a new library,
a new classroom complex for
third and fourth grades, and
a new driveway and parking
plan. Phase II included new
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“Green Acres’ most impressive asset is its protective and beautiful environ
ment. When you walk up to the Woods Building on a warm April morning
and you peek through the beautiful trees and see the sun rising towards the
middle of the sky, you realize how beautiful the world really is. When I come
in from D.C. and drive down the driveway, I feel safe; I don’t have to worry
about someone trying to rob me. I do not have to be alert or worry about
who is around me. I know I’m going to be safe when I enter the school.”

Meanwhile, there was among those involved
in an anti-bias review of the
was a renewed
curriculum in which materials
commitment to
from brochures to textbooks
diversity, which had
were revised or weeded out.
long been a priorFor example, in the Primary
ity for the school.
Unit, a unit on “Castles, Kings
When Arnie arrived
and Queens” became a unit on
at Green Acres in
—excerpt from graduation speech by Abdullah Wright ’96.
“Shelters,” in which students
1993, only five perOn his first day at school in September 1985, Abdullah kicked, screamed
to this day explore human and
cent of professional
and cried because he didn’t want to board the bus to school. He went
animal habitats from around
staff members were
on to lead the varsity basketball team to Green Acres’ best season to that
the world.
people of color,
point in the school’s history, with the help of P.E. teacher Larry Jodrie.
By the start of the 1999–
while 16 percent
2000 school year, the campus
of the students
had been transformed and so
were from underhad the curriculum. The school
represented populations. Arnie
classrooms for first and second
To gain the neighborhood’s
now boasted new buildings for
worked to recruit faculty and
grades, renovations to bring
assent, the school in 1997
first and second grades and
staff of color, and at the end
the Main Building into compliagreed to several concessions:
for third and fourth grades,
of the decade, 14 percent of
ance with the Americans with
It agreed to the enrollment cap
newly designed playground
the staff and 21 percent of the
Disabilities Act and new fire
of 320, limited events on the
areas, renovated spaces for the
students were from groups
codes, and other improvements. campus to functions involving
Early Childhood Unit and Busirepresenting diversity.
At least 35 gatherings were held
the school community, and
ness Office, ADA-compliant
Because of his vision, Arnie
with faculty, staff, and parents
required every student to ride
and six other local school heads facilities, and a new system of
to seek community input.
the bus in the afternoon or to
driveways.
were honored with the first-evbe carpool of at least two stuArnie Cohen arrived at
er Black Student Fund Award in
dents. That last change, Arnie
But all was not smooth. Since
Green Acres committed to cam1999, celebrating school leaders
says, was “not well-received.”
the 1950s, when Danville Drive
pus renovation, reinvigoration
who “demonstrate leadership
The agreement to stop uses not
was an unpaved farmland road
of the school’s dedication to diin moving their schools toward
related to the school mission
with a few scattered houses, a
versity, staff development, and
a more equitable environment
was acceptable to Arnie, but
suburban neighborhood had
fresh views of the curriculum
for all.”
in recent years school leaders
grown up around the school.
during an era of rapid cultural
Another strong proponent
have chafed at the rules, as
Civic groups across the county
change. Having achieved what
of diversity was Ursula Ferro,
the school has sought ways to
began to balk at “special excephe had prepared for, Arnie
the school’s assistant director
generate additional income.
tions” to zoning laws granted
looked for new opportunities,
and lower school head from
Once construction was
for schools, and the Luxmanor
resigning at the end of the
the late 1970s through 1994.
neighborhood was no different. approved, however, Green
1999–2000 school year. Green
Ursula was a leading force
Acres made use of a recent
As was typical for schools
Acres, meanwhile, prepared to
behind the Board and Faculty
law allowing schools to
like Green Acres, the carpool
enter the 21st century.
Diversity Committees, and
finance construction by
line on Danville Drive took
offering tax-free bonds. Parent
20 minutes or more to clear
trustee Richard Perlmutter,
and often blocked access to
a real estate developer with
neighbors’ houses beyond the
Among the unusual democratic aspects of the Green Acres
experience in loan financing,
school. Some neighbors were
School corporation: Three staff members serve on the
encouraged the school to take
concerned about the size of
Board of Trustees. At the sixtieth anniversary celebration
advantage of the new law, and
the school and literally stood
in 1994: Nelle Campbell (teacher), Else Froberg (teacher),
in 1998 Green Acres became
and counted cars and kids. One
Helen Alford (trustee), Zona Hostetler (trustee), and Betty
the first independent school
couple opposed to any changes
Brooks (teacher). Teacher Ginny Spevak is at back.
in Maryland to benefit from
on campus “stirred up” the
the extension of the Maryland
neighbors near the school’s
Health and Higher Educational
driveway, Arnie says.
Facilities Authority. The lower
Neighbors suggested that
cost of debt allowed the school
the school talk about arranging
to build the Phase I and Phase
campus access with the busiII projects concurrently—
nesses now located where the
the first and second grade
woods once sprawled, “but that
would have been bizarre,” Arnie and third and fourth grade
buildings, the library, the new
says. “The school preceded the
driveway configuration, and
neighborhood!
the Early Childhood and Busi“It was a horrible three
ness Office renovations. That
years of negotiation,” he adds,
left only the goals of a middle
estimating that the protracted
school building, a new pool,
wrangling cost the school
and an expansion of the Center
$250,000 to $500,000 in legal
for a later date.
fees.
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A

new century. A

revitalized campus.
It was time once
again for Green Acres to
consider its future, as the
school hired a new Head and
embarked upon the Strategic
Plan of 2000.
A committee of trustees,
parents, and staff conducted
a national search for Arnie
Cohen’s replacement, only to
find the school’s new Head in
a neighboring backyard.
Louis Silvano had taught
in Virginia, and was serving
as Middle Schoool Head of
Langley School in Langley,
Va. A Liverpool native with a
calm demeanor and a hometown Beatles fascination,
Louis moved Green Acres to
consider its direction through
the new strategic plan.
In true Green Acres fashion, more than 75 stakeholders were involved in developing the next set of strategic
goals, giving their new head
a road map to which he could
refer, says Louis. That path
included the intention to
complete the Facilities Master
Plan for the campus, clarify
the school’s image, and “map”
the curriculum.
Louis spent his first year
immersed in the school’s
future and its past, on the
one hand learning about its
most immediate issues, and
on the other meeting two revered former directors, Anne
Goodrich and Ruth Hoge.
“I experienced a tremendous sense of history and
the stability the school had
experienced under Anne’s
leadership,” Louis said in a
recent interview. At 103, Ruth
remained committed to the
experiential approach to
learning; Louis says he found
her wise and inspirational.
Development Director
Joan Adler, who accompanied
Louis, recalls: “When we went
to visit [Ruth] in Boston, we
were worried she would be
frail. Turns out she had an

‘‘Infinity Plus’’
r o ot s o f t h e “c a s t l e p l ayg r o u n d ”

C

hildren new to Green Acres are
often struck by the magical “Castle
Playground,” with its whimsical
dragon, bridge, and maze. It’s no surprise that
this, of all the school’s playgrounds, is especially
appealing to children,
for it was designed by
Green Acres students,
with the guidance of
teachers and parents,
as a memorial to one
of their own. In little
more than a year, the
“Infinity Plus” project
was conceived and
designed by the
school community,
then built by the
community over three
days during a snowstorm.
Andrew David Leavens,
6, was stricken with a rare
virus while on vacation
on Martha’s Vineyard and
died in August 1994, a
few weeks before he was
to return to first grade at
Green Acres. Judy Shniderman, whose son was
“Andrew S.” in Andrew L.’s kindergarten class,
says Andrew’s parents, Judy David and Douglas
Leavens, were determined to turn the tragic
loss of their only child into a healing event
for Andrew’s classmates. (Judy and Doug later
adopted a son.)
Through the Development Office, the
couple established a fund to build and sustain
a playground, and formed a committee of
staff and parents to solicit input from students
and other staff. Children drew pictures of their
dream playgrounds, featuring mazes, monkey
swings, castles, a haunted house, and climbing
ropes. The Development Office connected Judy
and Doug with parent Donna Perlmutter, who
worked in the playground business. Donna
made a model based on the community’s ideas
and took it to classrooms with Judy. Students
were thrilled, and suggested adding mirrors,
chalk boards, mailboxes, banners—and tunnels
in the maze. That summer, Donna traveled to
New Hampshire to meet with an architect who
specialized in community-built playgrounds.
On a snowy weekend in December 1995, the
school held a three-day “playground raising.”

GASPA, the one-year-old parents association cochaired by Judy Shniderman, organized 1,700
hours of volunteer labor from parents, staff, and
friends of Andrew’s family. Work stations were
set up around the campus, and the Big Room
offered respite from the cold with trays of
food and buckets of hot chocolate, says Judy
Shniderman, now an assistant in the school’s

Parents, staff, and
admission and camp offices.
students worked
“We had kids hammering
through a snowy
and sawing along with their
December weekend
parents,” Judy says. “We were
in 1995 to complete
worried because of the snow,
construction of the
“Castle” playground in
but everyone showed up. It
memory of Andrew
was remarkable. Everyone
David Leavens ’02.
was smiling; I hardly ever saw
tears. It was a lot of fun, and
reminded people of the ‘old days’ of Green Acres.”
Adds Development Director Joan Adler:
“The playground gave us the satisfaction of
being able to do something constructive with
our shared grief—a magical playground in
Andrew’s memory.”
Judy David, an early childhood teacher,
joined the Green Acres Board of Trustees in
1996, and attended the graduation of Andrew’s
class in 2002. Andrew’s classmates are now in
college, but Judy Shniderman says one to two
dozen mothers from the class still get together
regularly and remain close. Meanwhile, hundreds of student imaginations continue to soar
on the “Infinity Plus” playground—so named
because even at a young age Andrew was fascinated with the concept of infinity.
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The Green Acres Olympics
a fav o r i t e t r ad i t i o n dat e s ba c k f o u r d e c ad e s , a n d s t i l l l e av e s t h e m s h o u t i n g

A

Green Acres students today continue to engage in learning activities
that would make the school’s founders proud. Left: sixth graders work to
“mummify” a chicken in conjunction with their Egyptian study. Center: an
eighth grader holds on for dear life to the hovercraft students built from
scratch in science class. Right: an eighth grade class holds up a multi-ton
boulder on the annual class trip to climb nearby Old Rag Mountain.

appointment at the hairdresser.
She came tearing around the
corner to greet us faster than
any walker was meant to travel.
Her energy was incredible. She
was sharp as a tack.”
Many of Ruth’s philosophies
apply at Green Acres today.
According to notes from an
interview, she looked for
flexibility and innovation when
she hired teachers. She thought
teachers needed to “use their
environment,” to “help these
children figure out how to
learn” and “love to teach.” She
described teachers as facilitators, and said teaching was like
putting ingredients in a pot
and stirring it up—it was so
exciting to see what you got!
Her greatest pleasure was to
see children develop over time.
Ruth was also proud that
Harvard had asked to study
her brain when she died, along
with that of her centurion
sister, says Joan Adler, who
first met Ruth when planning
the school’s 50th anniversary celebration in 1984. Louis’
meetings with Ruth and Anne
were fortuitous, as both
women died within the year.
In 2001 the President, George W.
Bush, signed into law the No
Child Left Behind Act, which
required strict testing of math
and reading in public schools.
For some, NCLB reflected a
pendulum swinging back to a
more traditional, rigid vision of
education, and critics charged
that it forced public schools to
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minimize not just music, art,
and physical education but also
subjects such as science and
social studies for which tests
were not required.
Independent schools were
generally exempt from the
NCLB testing requirements,
and many parents found
private education an appealing alternative. But in the
test-heavy atmosphere, some
parents questioned how they
could know that progressive
education was achieving its
goals without some standardized measure.
Green Acres students in
grades 6, 7, and 8 continued to
take standardized tests, but
the school has resisted similar
assessments for younger
students. Meanwhile, school
officials pointed to successful
graduates, who were almost
always offered admission at
selective high schools and
colleges, and who frequently
assumed leadership roles.
Meanwhile, the school
continued to pursue strategic
direction outside the curriculum as well. In 2003–2004,
a committee of parents and
administrators worked with a
marketing consultant to hone
the school’s identity, define
its image, and more clearly
identify Green Acres as a model
progressive school.
But the completion of
the campus master plan was
perhaps the biggest focus of
the first half of the decade. An
11-year window for the special

exception had the clock ticking, marked the completion of the
school’s Facilities Master Plan.
and in July 2002 plans for
The school’s campus is
the remaining projects were
unique in that “it has grown
submitted to the county—this
to reflect and complement the
time with efforts to share the
plans with the neighborhood in program,” Louis Silvano says.
Architect Jim Ritter worked
advance, according to a school
with teachers and administrahistory by Susan Eckhart. The
tors to design the “One-Two”
final phase of the Facilities
and “Three-Four” buildings
Master Plan called for compleand later the Middle School
tion of four projects: a new
Building.
Middle School Building for
“He really listened,” says
grades 5 to 7, with a phoLouis. In fact, Jim thought the
tography lab; Main Building
renovations that would include “sawtooth” (i.e., zigzag) learning
walls encouraged small-group
new science rooms, two music
collaboration. Similarly, he
rooms, a certified kitchen and
conceived the Middle School’s
reconfigured office space; adoctagonal shapes after he spent
ditions to the Center for an art
classroom, ceramics studio, and time observing the school day.
Louis remembers Jim’s saying,
art gallery; a creative move“You don’t want straightment studio; athletic coaches’
line corridors; that’s too
offices and locker rooms; and a
institutional. You want nooks
new swimming pool.
and crannies.” Continuing a
Approval was granted within
tradition that dates back to the
a month, with the assent of the
Luxmanor Citizens Association. original award-winning Main
Building, almost all Green
A $3 million capital campaign
Acres classrooms continue to
was launched, and campus
open directly to the outdoors.
construction once again served
Meanwhile, in the Main
as an inspiration for student
Building renovation, Jim
artists, mathematicians, and
designed one new classroom
scientists.
dedicated to the handbells
The old pool and Bathhouse
program that was now a strong
were razed to make room for
the new Middle School building, part of the curriculum. In the
late 1990s, Green Acres teacher
and the new pool behind the
Pearl Marshall started the proCenter opened in June 2005, in
gram at camp and then offered
time for camp. The Center adit as an after-school activity.
dition opened that September,
Louis Silvano, an accomplished
and the Middle School building
pianist who had performed
followed in November. A May
with the Washington Revels,
2006 dedication celebration

“When I was young, I would get upset that my artwork
wasn’t ‘good enough.’ Never once did I hear a teacher at
Green Acres agree with me. Our art teachers made us
understand that mess-ups can actually make something
magnificent, which is true in all parts of life, not just art.”
—Jeffrey Kopp ’09

sk Green Acres middle school students (and some lower schoolers as
well) about their favorite event of
the year, and you’ll probably hear about the
Olympics. The Head of School dresses in a
toga and laurel wreath. Students spray their
hair green or purple. Others dress in blue
from head to toe or wave red banners. The
whole school—students, teachers, staff, and
some parents—cheer as the torch is lit in
the Gully, the school’s outdoor amphitheater.
Those scenes have greeted the end of the
school year for four decades, as Green Acres
celebrates its annual Olympics.
The first Olympics were held in 1966, a
joint endeavor with sixth graders at Georgetown Day School who had also focused on
Greek culture and its foundations in social
studies. Green Acres teacher E. Grayson Mattingly and a
GDS teacher
created the
“First Greek
Olympic
Games Festival” as the
culmination
of their study.
The threeday event,
held at Green Acres, opened with a torch
run and opening ceremony, closed with a
banquet, and included a host of events such
as a tug-of-war, a play in the amphitheater,
shot-put, discus, javelin, quoits, wrestling
and more. John Nicoloupoulos, press attaché from the Greek Embassy, “lit the mazier
from the torch carried by the last runner,”
and the flame burned for the duration of the
games. The first Olympics are commemorated by a flyer and program from the event.
Today, sixth, seventh, and eighth graders
compete in the Olympics during the final 1½
days of school. Lighting the torch and reading the oaths remain important parts of the
opening ceremony. For weeks in advance,
lower school students make banners and
debate which teams will win their loyalty,
often because of siblings, older students
they might know from the bus, or siblings
of friends in the after-school Extended Day Program.
Students cheer on the Athenians (blue), Argonians (red),
Megarians (purple) or Spartans (green), and applaud for all
teams in the closing ceremony. Go Green Acres!

Above, pictures of the 2009 Olympics. Top: Members of the Class of 2010
take a moment from their rigorous preparations. Center left: Fifth-graders
were recently appointed Olympic staffers. Center: Lower School students
support teams of their choosing. Center right: A successful water balloon
toss. Bottom: Two Argonians look to intimidate a Megarian competitor.
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was a fan who attended many
of the school’s musical and
dramatic performances. Under
Louis’ leadership, teachers
expanded the school’s instrumental music program—which
had long included recorders
and Orff instruments—to
include handbells for first
through eighth grades in 2000
and guitar for sixth through
eighth grades in 2004.
Middle School students
involved in the popular afterschool sports program enjoyed
the new locker rooms adjoining
the gym. About 90 percent of
Middle School students participate in at least one season
of after-school sports, which
stress skills, fun, sportsmanship and an “everybody plays”
mentality fostered by “the P.E.
guys,” Derek Edwards, Larry
Jodrie, and Matt Marchildon.
The trio, all of whom have
taught at the school for more
than a decade, hold a special
place in students’ hearts, as
they work with all students
from pre-K through grade 8.
With the campus complete,

Louis Silvano resigned effective
June 2008, and the Board
appointed Neal M. Brown, a
lifelong Bostonian with a history in the modern progressive
education movement, as the
current Head of School.
Soon after Neal’s arrival, the
country was plunged into what
many describe as the worst
economic crisis since the Great
Depression—not a propitious
circumstance for independent
schools. Across the region,
application numbers at independent schools have fallen
and students are withdrawing
because families can no longer
afford the high tuitions.
However, Green Acres enters
its 75th year with an enrollment of about 300, a strong,
committed parent community,
and talented and dedicated
faculty. Tenets of the Green
Acres philosophy continue to
inform the school; Neal and
the administration boast that
the program remains intact,
the budget balances, and no
personnel have been laid off
24

despite the troubling economic
picture.
Further, at a time when
the nation is concerned with
childhood health, Green Acres
students are outdoors every
day. Every student has at
least one 30-minute break for
outdoor play each day, and
P.E. class three or four times a
week. Younger students have
additional recess and “creative
movement.” But that’s just a
start. The outdoors is considered a rich classroom; with easy
access, students can be found
outside trying out the catapults
they built in science class,
constructing birdhouses for
the “Shelters” unit, or writing
poetry.
At a time when many
schools have cut back on the
arts, sciences and social studies,
Green Acres students enjoy
art, music, photography, and
ceramics, in addition to choral
music, handbells, and instruments from around the world.
The hands-on science program
takes students on walks to
measure the pH balance of
the creek that runs along the
school’s western edge, through
the woods to learn to identify
the flora and fauna, and into
science labs where even the
youngest students regularly
design their own experiments.
Animals still play an important role, especially in the
science rooms; in 2007, Lower
School students were inspired
to build a “Turtle Ranch”
outside their science classroom. Third graders still make
lanterns and square dance at
their Colonial overnight trip,
and sixth graders write hieroglyphics during their study of
ancient Egypt.
At a time when schools
have reduced time outside
the classroom, field trips and
outdoor education remain
important touchstones at
Green Acres. Green Acres
students and their teachers
can be found anywhere from
the East Wing of the National
Gallery of Art, where fourth
graders go to study geometric
shapes, to London Town, in
Edgewater, Md., where sixth

“I urge you to hang on to your curiosity,
graders participate
your thirst for understanding, and your
in an archaeologiwillingness to broaden your thinking.
cal dig, to Gambrill
Perhaps the fortune in a fortune cookie
State Park, where
that I received last year made this point
fifth graders spend
the best: It read ‘Education is designed
a “regular” class
not to fill one’s mind, but rather to open
day studying math,
it.’ Albert Einstein, who certainly could
Spanish, poetry
have rested on his laurels, asserted
and other subjects
that ‘The important thing is not to stop
outdoors. The
questioning.’ ”
seventh grade trip
to Chincoteague
—Neal Brown, Head of School, in his first
and eighth grade
graduation address, June 2009
trip to New York
are highlights of
those years.
And, as a culminating experi- community in which parents
ence, Graduation remains a
and teachers together guide
unique Green Acres event: Each students to become responsible
eighth grader is asked to share
adults who collaborate and
a passion—something that rep- think creatively. That students
resents part—of what he or she will learn through doing—not
has become as students reach
through simply listening to an
another of life’s milestones.
all-knowing teacher.
Students give speeches, write
Neal underscored those
and perform skits and songs,
values in sending off his first
make videos and photography
Green Acres graduating class
presentations, dance, juggle,
in 2009, when he said: “Your
and otherwise demonstrate
teachers have given you the
their unique talents and
reading, writing, mathematical,
interests.
scientific, artistic, and athletic
At his first graduation
tools that you need, but make
ceremony, Neal described the
no mistake—you have develperformances as “authentic exoped the habits of conviction,
pressions of meaning produced
cooperation, open-mindedness,
by our graduates rather than
perseverance, service, empathy,
finely polished performances
and so much more. Take these
designed or directed by adults.”
habits with you, as well as
the joy that comes from true
accomplishment and lifelong
Seventy-five years after Alice
learning.”
Mendham Powell started her
Thus do Green Acres stusmall school with a big vision,
dents continue to learn, and to
Green Acres remains comcarry their learning with them
mitted to the same founding
into the world.
values and beliefs: That
education is not
about filling an
empty vessel
full of facts, but
about the quest
for lifelong
learning. That
even the youngest students
have a voice and
something to
offer, and that
they should be
respected. That
learning should
connect to the
real world, and
Full circle: New head of school Neal Brown found time
that school
to catch up with Gail Powell Perry ’41, daughter of
should be a
Alice Mendham Powell, in his first year.
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students learning the vital
skill of cooperation, yet
another foundation block
of progressive schooling. Ursula saw evidence
of children’s success on the
playground when she witnessed a group reenactment of “The
Three Little Pigs” in the red house.
“The children assess their numbers
and make a decision,” Ursula wrote.
She observed students saying, “We
can have five pigs and three wolves!
Then everyone can play!”
Meanwhile, the school’s leaders
were among the progressive educators from across the country who
met again in 1987 in Massachusetts.
Director Anne Goodrich attended a
follow-up conference in New York the
next year and volunteered to pursue
the establishment of a formal organization of progressive schools. That
process has been slow-going at times.
“Anne clearly was a visionary in terms
of being true to her roots in progressive education,” says long-time teacher
Terry Strand, who is now a leader in reviving the Progressive Education Network (PEN), a national group. For four
years, Green Acres has sponsored or
co-sponsored workshops, and Green
Acres faculty have attended several
progressive education conferences,
including the national PEN conference
in San Francisco in October 2007.
Progressive education and an
understanding of child development
are deeply ingrained in the day-to-day
workings of the school, says former
Head of School Louis Silvano. “Not every school has the same in-depth level
of expertise when it comes to understanding how kids learn. Understanding how children learn at any given
stage can only enhance your effectiveness as a teacher. It’s one of the great
strengths of the Green Acres faculty.”
Focus on character, service, and
diversity are also hallmarks of the
progressive tradition. Notes Head
of School Neal Brown: “Even in the
current climate of testing as the only
or dominant way to measure student
success, most of today’s educators
and educational experts agree that
schools should play an important role

in developing citizens
who can celebrate differences, navigate our
increasingly international culture, and take
initiative to serve others
with compassion and
commitment. Schools
like Green Acres are out in front
on these endeavors because we have
always been doing this.”
In its 75th anniversary year, Green
Acres will sponsor the 2009 Progressive Education Network National Conference, including keynote speakers
Marian Wright Edelman and Jonathan
Kozol. The academic year will also
include a speaker series with talks entitled, “Heads of Progressive Schools
Speak,” “What Brain Research Tells Us
About Child Development,” and “How
Research Informs the Teaching of Various Disciplines.”

Neal Brown describes progressive
education at Green Acres in the 21st
century as “authentic education.” He
cites his mentor, Ted Sizer, the former
dean of Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education, who argues
that it is “people’s habits that we most
value and respect” and that schools
must therefore “nurture good habits.”
Thus, schooling is less about isolated skills and more about “pushing
out into the world young citizens who
are soaked in habits of thoughtfulness
and reflectiveness, joy and commitment,” Neal writes. While schools are
responsible for teaching students
reading, writing, math, science, and
art, “what makes people successful
has perhaps more to do with their
openness to new ideas—their curiosity and thirst for understanding—than
with the specific knowledge that they
carry.”
—Lisa Nevans Locke

Among the constants in any progressive school, one might find: Opportunities for collaboration
and reflection among students; a deep commitment to the value of the arts; rigorous academic
problem-solving; dedication to taking advantage of outdoor resources throughout the year and
across the curriculum; and respect for each student, no matter the age, and his or her work.

“Why progressive?”
Green Acres has
always seemed
sure of the answers.
But the world
doesn’t always
want to ask
the question.
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rogressive education, the core
philosophy of Green Acres, is
a term that school leaders, at
Green Acres and elsewhere, have both
embraced and struggled to define
over the past century and more.
Green Acres founder Alice Mendham Powell worked hard to educate
the public about progressive education. In 1937, she helped found the
Washington branch of the Progressive Education Association, which
frequently met at Green Acres. In
1938, the school held an exhibit that
showcased the work of students at 12
progressive schools from New York to
New Mexico. It featured an operetta
score and libretto, carded wool, and a
five-foot-square medieval city, all the
work of children from these schools.
In a 1941 interview with the
Washington Post, Alice explained that
training citizens begins in preschool.

and performed skits on the origins
Her students learned
of religion, government, and family
firsthand about commugroups. A skit on the probable beginnity life and democracy
nings of human language had two
by visiting farms, stores,
firehouses and police sta- girls crawling on the floor growling
tions. If a child is shown
at each other, according to a school
how important it is to
newsletter. Sally told observers that
have garbage removed
preparing the skits was a good way to
learn facts and understand ideas, and
from a home and takes
part in it himself, “he has a
that dance and pantomime taught
respect for the garbage man
students how to structure dramatic
as an individual performing a
episodes. Her students created hieroservice to the community, rather
glyphics when they studied Egypt,
than as a menial,” Alice told the
performed a classical drama when
Post.
they studied Greece, and wrote a poThe term “progressive” became
litical satire when they studied Rome.
unfashionable in the 1950s; Green
During their study of the ElizabeAcres eschewed the label while conthan era in the 1970s and ’80s, eighth
tinuing to offer an arts-rich, handsgraders performed Shakespeare, ate
on program. A brochure from the
food of the period, dressed in elaborate costumes, and played the music
time says: “[Green Acres’] founders
and sang songs of the time.
believed that education should not
In 1983, six Green Acres representabe identified with either of the two
tives attended a progressive educapoints of view then prevalent: on the
tion conference in Pennsylvania, the
one hand, ‘progressive’ methods that
often made the child the victim rather first such gathering in 30 years. Jim
Phang, then president of the Green
than the beneficiary of experiments,
and on the other hand, traditionalism, Acres board, says the conference
unmodified by the scientific advances energized Green Acres leaders and reestablished commitment to progresof the 20th century.… Green Acres
sive education. He saw some of the
has charted a course between these
two extremes. The school is still fusing ways in which Green Acres’ dedication
to progressive education played out
the best of the new methods with the
daily, such as its governance.
most valuable of the old traditions.”
“Very few schools include staff
Traditional and progressive educamembers on their boards,” Jim says. I
tion are not mutually exclusive, Green
thought that had a lot to do with why
Acres Director Gabriel H. L. Jacobs
Green Acres was the way it was.”
wrote to the Washington Post in 1962:
In a 1994 newsletter Lower School
“It is perfectly possible to have good
Head Ursula Ferro described pre-K
discipline and order and yet have a
relaxed and friendly atmosphere in
continued on inside back cover
which children perform
best. To keep alive the
bright enthusiasm of the
first grader just starting
his first week of school
should be the goal of
any school regardless of
method, for the children
who want to learn, learn
best.”
Regardless of the label,
Green Acres continued
to practice an active
approach to learning. In
Strangely, many adults still seem to be skeptical when school
a typical week in 1964,
seems to be “fun”—surprising, perhaps, given the overwhelmsixth grade students in
ing evidence that people, adults as well as children, learn best
when they are engaged in their work.
Sally Nash’s class wrote

